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         Notice of Preparation Environmental Impact Report 
    City of Hayward 

 
 

Date: February 23, 2108   
To: State Clearinghouse From: Damon Golubics, Senior Planner 
 State Responsible Agencies  City of Hayward 
 State Trustee Agencies  Development Services Department 
 Other Public Agencies  777 B Street 
 Interested Organizations  Hayward, CA 94541 
 

Subject: Notice of Preparation (NOP) of the Draft Environmental Impact Report (EIR) for the  
Hayward Downtown Specific Plan Project 

Lead Agency: City of Hayward Development Services Department 
Responsible Agency: Alameda County Transportation Commission  
Project Title: Hayward Downtown Specific Plan Project 
Project Location: City of Hayward (see Figure 1 – Regional and Vicinity Map) 

 

Notice is hereby given that the City of Hayward (City) will be the Lead Agency and will prepare a program level EIR for the 
Hayward Downtown Specific Plan Project (proposed project) pursuant to the California Environmental Quality Act (CEQA) 
Guidelines (14 California Code of Regulations Section 15060(d)). An Initial Study will not be prepared and the City will begin 
work directly on the EIR.  
 

The City of Hayward is preparing the Hayward Downtown Specific Plan to revitalize and enhance the Downtown City Center 
Priority Development Area (PDA). As shown on Figure 1, the 320-acre project site is located at the north end of Hayward 
and encompasses the Downtown area. The proposed project would establish a planning framework to facilitate future 
development of new housing and retail; foster linkages to other neighborhoods and destinations throughout the city; and 
enhance the overall character and accessibility of Downtown Hayward; no construction is proposed as part of the project. 
Future development facilitated by the proposed project would be concentrated on four opportunity sites located near the 
Bay Area Rapid Transit (BART) station and along Foothill Boulevard, as shown on Figure 2. The EIR will evaluate the 
maximum potential buildout of up to 3,427 new residential units and up to 1,900,000 square feet of non-residential 
development.  
 
The program-level EIR will evaluate the project for potential impacts on the environment and analyze the proposed policies 
to determine the potential environmental consequences of future change. The proposed project could potentially affect 
the following environmental factors and each will be addressed in the EIR: aesthetics, air quality, biological resources, 
cultural and tribal cultural resources, geology and soils, greenhouse gas emissions, hazards and hazardous materials, 
hydrology and water quality, land use and planning, noise, population and housing, public services, parks and recreation, 
transportation and circulation, and utilities and service systems. Cumulative impacts will consider impacts of relevant 
projects in and around the project area combined with those of the project. An evaluation of project alternatives that could 
reduce significant impacts will be included in the EIR.  
 

The City is requesting comments and guidance on the scope and content of the EIR from interested public agencies, 
organizations, and individuals. With respect to the views of Responsible and Trustee Agencies as to significant 
environmental issues, the City needs to know the reasonable alternatives and mitigation measures that are germane to 
each agency’s statutory responsibilities in connection with the project.  
 
A Scoping Meeting will be held on March 12, 2018 from 7:00 p.m. to 9:00 p.m. at the Hayward City Hall in Conference Room 
2A. Hayward City Hall is located at 777 B Street in Downtown Hayward. Comments on the NOP are due no later than the 
close of the 32-day review period at 5:00 p.m. on Monday March 26, 2018. Please send your written comments to Damon 
Golubics, City of Hayward, at the address shown above or email to Damon.Golubics@hayward-ca.gov with “Downtown 
Specific Plan EIR” as the subject. Public agencies providing comments are asked to include a contact person for the agency. 

Attachment: 
Figure 1: Regional and Vicinity Map 
Figure 2: Opportunity Sites 
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Source: Lisa Wise Consulting, Inc., Hayward Downtown Specific Plan, Illustrative Plan Map.
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March 8, 2018 
 
 
 
Mr. Damon Golubics, Senior Planner 
City of Hayward Development Services Department 
777 B Street 
Hayward, CA 94541 
 
RE: Notice of Preparation (NOP) of the Draft Environmental Impact Report (EIR) for the 
Hayward Downtown Specific Plan Project 
 
Dear Mr. Golubics: 
 
On behalf of the Hayward Area Recreation and Park District (HARD), I would like to thank 
you and your staff for the opportunity to review the Notice of Preparation (NOP) of the Draft 
Environmental Impact Report (EIR) for the Hayward Downtown Specific Plan Project. The 
staff have been helpful with answering questions about the Plan to revitalize and enhance the 
Downtown City Center Priority Development Area (PDA) that the City Council will be 
considering soon.   
 
We commend the proposed Hayward Downtown Specific Plan efforts, which encompasses 
320-acres in the Hayward Downtown area and would include development of up to 3,427 
housing units and 1,900,000 square feet of new non-residential space. The District has a 
concern that the Specific Plan appears to have very limited larger park parcels for active 
recreational use for the anticipated thousands of children and adults who will reside in and 
visit the Hayward Downtown Specific Plan Area. The conceptual plan focuses on urban plazas 
and linear parkways, but not a larger area for traditional park uses.   
 
The goals in the District’s Park and Recreation Master Plan and the City’s General Plan are to 
achieve a citywide park acreage ratio goal of five-acres per 1,000 residents. The 3,427 units will 
likely increase the population by over 7,000 residents based on census density rates. Per the 
current Master Plan standard, these new residences will create the need for 35-acres of new 
parkland somewhere in Hayward to satisfy the recreational needs of the new residents.  



 
We hope that the Hayward Downtown Specific plan will denote a location somewhere to meet the minimum 
acreage requirements noted in the Park Master Plan dedication standards. We understand the challenges to add 
traditional developed parkland in the urbanized Downtown area, and have some suggestions to provide 
additional recreational opportunities. Linear parkways could incorporate outdoor fitness equipment stations. As 
buildings directly on the Hayward fault become non-habitable that land can be used for park sites. Developers of 
the new residential and non-residential space can contribute indoor space with public access for gymnastics, 
basketball, program classes, a new performance theater and many other recreational uses for the public. For 
example, in Ashland we are entering into a partnership with a developer of a mixed-use project for a 10,000 
square-foot community center on ground-floor with housing above.  Roof top areas can be utilized for 
recreational space such as community gardens, tennis, walking paths and other recreational activities.        
 
We hope that the final development will require more parkland from developers and/or that developers 
donate/finance indoor space in order to create additional recreational sites in Downtown Hayward.  We also 
hope the final plan will address where the 30+ acres required to serve these new residents will be located in 
Hayward, and a plan for funding development and operation of the additional 30+ acres of parkland.  
 
We appreciate your far-sighted vision for the Hayward Downtown Specific Plan Project. If you have any 
questions, you can contact me at 510-881-6710 or at mccp@haywardrec.org. 
 
Sincerely, 

 
Paul McCreary 
General Manager 
 
 
 
cc:  H.A.R.D. Board of Directors 
 Ms. Kelly McAdoo, City Manager 
 Ms. Stacey Bristow, Interim Director of Development Services 



From: Damon Golubics
To: Kathryn Slama; Terri McCracken; Claudia Garcia
Cc: Lisa Wise (lisa@lisawiseconsulting.com)
Subject: FW: Downtown Specific EIR Plan
Date: Monday, March 12, 2018 6:09:48 PM

FYI – I forgot to forward this one to the team.
 
From: Mimi [mailto:cmbauer97@aol.com] 
Sent: Friday, March 2, 2018 11:35 AM
To: Damon Golubics <Damon.Golubics@hayward-ca.gov>
Subject: Downtown Specific EIR Plan
 
Dear Mr. Golubics:
 
As stated in the Notice of Preparation of the Draft Environmental Impact Report for
the Downtown Specific Plan Project, the goal of this effort is “to revitalize and
enhance the Downtown City Center.” As such, I would like the City to keep in mind
when it reviews comments from other cities and agencies that, naturally, their
comments would best benefit their interests, not Hayward's.  However, the City of
Hayward’s first and foremost responsibility and the reason for this effort is its citizens. 
Our current untenable situation of having sliced our downtown in two with a multi-lane
at grade highway (Foothill Blvd.) was to solve a problem commuters from other cities
had at the expense of its own citizenry.  This needs to be corrected.  Hayward
citizens should never again be considered secondary to others.
 
Sincerely,
 
 
Margaret Mary Bauer
 
Peace,
Mimi

mailto:kathryns@lisawiseconsulting.com
mailto:tmccracken@placeworks.com
mailto:cgarcia@placeworks.com
mailto:lisa@lisawiseconsulting.com


From: Damon Golubics
To: Kathryn Slama; Terri McCracken; Claudia Garcia
Cc: Lisa Wise (lisa@lisawiseconsulting.com); Henry (henry@lisawiseconsulting.com)
Subject: FW: Future of downtown Hayward - Feedback
Date: Tuesday, March 13, 2018 3:19:56 PM

FYI
 
From: Mark Marquis [mailto:mark.marquis@gmail.com] 
Sent: Tuesday, March 13, 2018 2:17 PM
To: Damon Golubics <Damon.Golubics@hayward-ca.gov>
Cc: Fumi Iwasaki <fumiiwasakisun@gmail.com>
Subject: Future of downtown Hayward - Feedback
 
Hello Damon,
 
I just saw the stack article that came out and appears that you are the person to send
feedback to re the article.
 
I decided to move to Hayward from Fremont after my initial year here and after moving to
the Bay Area from Texas in 2010. Since I bought my first home in Cannery Place in 2011,
we have obviously seen a massive uplift in the entire area with major revitalization done in
downtown....but obviously still much work to be done to reach the point at which Hayward
can truly be seen (by many) as reasonable place to live.
 

Old Mervyns - are we bringing in a Whole Foods? Please - this would be huge
revitalization uplift just by brand - as mentioned I live in Cannery Area and chat with
alot of my neighbors who either go to Fremont, San Mateo, Oakland or Dublin just
get the products they need, crazy...
Develop more co-habiting, green roof, modern corporate workspaces -with the Bay
Area commute being a bear, and public transportation being filthy (given BART cant
stop filthy, lice ridden, and toxic homeless people (not saying this to be a negative
accusation but its true having seen them pee and poop in BART facilities and trains)
from riding, nor can they properly manage security thereof), my suggestion (as a
City) has been to always work with large Bay Area tech to diversify corporate
workspaces creating geographical "habitats". Instead of having everyone drive to
cupertino, menlo park, or Palo alto, create corporate office annexes in the heart of
downtown area offering tech companies incentives to open office here for periods of
time. Creating this will by virtue of the demographic (salary) working at these offices
drive better restaurants and more premium amenities to also move-in and therefore
also increase the taxation opportunities for the city +++. Moving from Texas here
years ago it has always amazed me how much tech is here but how backwards, old
and contagiously foul our mass transportation system and the lack of smart
construction and building logic when it comes to an area with only so much land, but
high demand in housing, transportation and beyond

Hayward probably still has some of the cheapest land within the immediate Bay Area and is
truly in the Heart of the Bay Area, so why the lag in growth? we see every single city in the
Bay Area including San Leandro with mature or burgeoning tech offices moving in....maybe

mailto:kathryns@lisawiseconsulting.com
mailto:tmccracken@placeworks.com
mailto:cgarcia@placeworks.com
mailto:lisa@lisawiseconsulting.com
mailto:henry@lisawiseconsulting.com


silly looking at it this way however I always think back to the movie "Field of Dreams" and
the quote "if you build, they will come". 
 
Always happy to contribute feedback. Contact me anytime.
 
 
--
Mark Marquis
Mob: (415) 361-6420
Email: mark.marquis@gmail.com

mailto:mark.marquis@gmail.com


From: Damon Golubics
To: Kathryn Slama; Terri McCracken; Claudia Garcia
Cc: Lisa Wise (lisa@lisawiseconsulting.com); Henry (henry@lisawiseconsulting.com)
Subject: FW: Downtown Specific Plan Public Comments
Date: Tuesday, March 13, 2018 3:23:14 PM

FYI
 
From: Mary Ann Higgs [mailto:mafaue@hotmail.com] 
Sent: Tuesday, March 13, 2018 2:54 PM
To: Damon Golubics <Damon.Golubics@hayward-ca.gov>
Subject: Downtown Specific Plan Public Comments
 
Dear Mr. Golubics,

I am writing in regards to the the Downtown Specific Plan currently in the works. I received
The Stack, Hayward's Newsletter, today via email and was surprised that there is a public
comment period for the  Downtown Specific Plan that opened February 23 and closes next
week. So, my first comment is that the Downtown Specific Plan Task Force has done a poor
job of notifying people that there is a comment period open or for that matter that a task force
has been formed to develop a plan.

 

My second comment is that after searching the City of Hayward Website in multiple ways, the
information available on the Downtown Specific plan is inadequate to provide any type of
actionable comments. I was able to find the page with the zoning maps and land use maps, but
couldn't find any text providing specifics about what was being considered for the downtown
area other than an additional 3,427 new housing units. I don't know if this number includes the
property being built on the old Mervyn's site or not. Hence my comment about inadequate
information.

 

My third comment is that in the 26 years I've lived in Hayward, I've noticed the City of
Hayward has repeatedly looked at ways to redevelop or upgrade the downtown area but seems
to ignore other parts of Hayward. This seems unfair. Why does the City of Hayward continue
to focus on this small area when there are lots of parts of Hayward that could use some
attention?

 

My final comment, and this applies to more than just the Downtown Specific Plan, is that
while the City of Hayward makes all these decisions and approves all these mixed use spaces
with condos, apartments, townhomes and retail space (i.e. Old Mervyn's Site, Space on A
Street across from Lucky's, the previous retail space across from the Cemetery on Mission
near Harder Road, the soon to be built Senior Community on Mission near Tennyson, etc.)
they significantly underestimate the parking needs for these new housing developments. There
seems to be a consistent pattern of one parking space per unit and then a minimal amount of
guest parking for each new development. This is inadequate, hence we are seeing more an

mailto:kathryns@lisawiseconsulting.com
mailto:tmccracken@placeworks.com
mailto:cgarcia@placeworks.com
mailto:lisa@lisawiseconsulting.com
mailto:henry@lisawiseconsulting.com


more parking along Mission Blvd (reference the apartment complex recently built by the
South Hayward BART station) and I expect we'll see it with each new development's
completion. I am mortified by the thought of adding more housing in the Downtown corridor
without adequate parking. I know people will make an argument that people can walk to
BART. Well, that is true, but that doesn't mean they won't have a car. And, with what housing
costs are in the Bay Area, I'm confident in saying that each housing unit will have at least 2
people who own cars if not more than that.  If the Downtown Specific Planning Task Force
insists on proposing more housing (which I disagree with), then please make sure there are 2
designated off street parking spaces per unit and guest parking at a ratio of one guest space for
every 2 units (i.e. 50 units = 25 guest parking spaces).

 

Mary Ann Higgs

25909 Westview Way

Hayward

 



From: Damon Golubics
To: Kathryn Slama; Terri McCracken; Claudia Garcia
Cc: Lisa Wise (lisa@lisawiseconsulting.com); Henry (henry@lisawiseconsulting.com)
Subject: FW: The future of downtown Hayward
Date: Tuesday, March 13, 2018 3:21:54 PM

FYI -  This one is a question related to something outside the Downtown study area. I’ll still send a
response.
 
From: nicholas voong [mailto:nickyvoong@yahoo.com] 
Sent: Tuesday, March 13, 2018 2:32 PM
To: Damon Golubics <Damon.Golubics@hayward-ca.gov>
Subject: The future of downtown Hayward
 
Hello Mr. Golubics. 
 
Is the city government looking at additional supermarkets along Foothill/Mission south
of Tennyson or Industrial ?  
 
 
 
Nicky

mailto:kathryns@lisawiseconsulting.com
mailto:tmccracken@placeworks.com
mailto:cgarcia@placeworks.com
mailto:lisa@lisawiseconsulting.com
mailto:henry@lisawiseconsulting.com


From: Damon Golubics
To: Kathryn Slama; Terri McCracken; Claudia Garcia
Cc: Lisa Wise (lisa@lisawiseconsulting.com); Henry (henry@lisawiseconsulting.com)
Subject: FW: The future of downtown Hayward
Date: Wednesday, March 14, 2018 7:52:27 AM

FYI

-----Original Message-----
From: A.M.Jacob [mailto:a.m.jacob@me.com]
Sent: Wednesday, March 14, 2018 5:19 AM
To: Damon Golubics <Damon.Golubics@hayward-ca.gov>
Subject: The future of downtown Hayward

Please do something to make it safer and more inviting to ride a bike and walk in this area. It is pretty scary and
difficult to do these days. I've done a Bike/bart or Amtrak commute for many years and I'm right downtown.

Even where we have new bike lanes on these speedy, congested roadways , the signal lights don't respond to the
bike, and this causes safety issues when I work later or ride earlier . The bike lanes and sharrows don't connect from
one area to another.  I feel like I'm riding on the soft shoulder of a freeway most days.

It's unpleasant and unsafe and we aren't going to get new riders or walkers Would you let your kids ride a bike
downtown? ...or walk around on B St and foothill alone?

I live at 1315 a st and use Hayward BART.  I work full time in Emeryville. I don't drive to work.

...and walking in the downtown is another safety challenge...  I do it daily.

It's like we gave up on bikes and pedestrian safety completely.

M. Jacob.

Sent from my iPhone

mailto:kathryns@lisawiseconsulting.com
mailto:tmccracken@placeworks.com
mailto:cgarcia@placeworks.com
mailto:lisa@lisawiseconsulting.com
mailto:henry@lisawiseconsulting.com
mailto:a.m.jacob@me.com


From: Tyler Dragoni [mailto:tylerjdragoni@gmail.com]  
Sent: Monday, March 19, 2018 6:37 PM 
To: Damon Golubics <Damon.Golubics@hayward-ca.gov> 
Subject: Comment of EIR on specific plan  
 
With 880 at double capacity going into Silicon Valley in the morning, cities along the route should 
promote ways to easily move south.  
 
With Bart soon opening in Milpitas/San Jose we need to push and make priority the implementation of 
the East Bay Green Way, which Hayward voters approved and are awaiting.  
 
We should study safe pedestrian designs, ways to the trail that are accessible (including the San Lorenzo 
Creek behind Lincoln Landing).  
 
We should work with HARD, East Bay Regional Parks and Alameda County to establish a clear vision for 
the integration (and maintenance!!) of the East Bay Greenway as priority. The greenway will connect 
communities to BART, bus, shuttle to CSU East Bay, Amtrak, downtown, recreation, Meek Estate, Bay 
Fair, to name a few.  
 
Thank you  
 
 
Tyler Dragoni  
 

mailto:tylerjdragoni@gmail.com
mailto:Damon.Golubics@hayward-ca.gov


From: Damon Golubics
To: Kathryn Slama
Cc: Lisa Wise (lisa@lisawiseconsulting.com); Terri McCracken; Claudia Garcia
Subject: FW: Positive on downtown plan
Date: Thursday, March 22, 2018 3:16:26 PM

FYI
 
From: Ben Schmoker [mailto:bschmoker@gmail.com] 
Sent: Thursday, March 22, 2018 2:21 PM
To: Damon Golubics <Damon.Golubics@hayward-ca.gov>
Subject: Positive on downtown plan
 
 
Hello Mr. Golubics,
 
We own 1494 B St and are excited to see the area built up to support the demand for tech workers
and business. 
 
After moving from DC in late 16, we have seen much improvement in safety and local tourism.
 
From prior experience on the east coast, might we suggest having co-working and business
incubators in the area? It seems there is biotech and skilled services that could be served.
 
Examples of specific co-working locations include WeWork, Impact Hub and coffee shops that are
safe and have space for quiet work.
 
For workers at bay area companies, it's nice to have spaces to meet for business and relax in the
evening to wait out the commute , examples of developments that have built a "localized business/
residential district" include Redwood City and Alameda. 
 
 
One risk in Hayward seems to be the road layout and position as a " drive through", which makes it
unsafe to walk or bike and also discourages development of a quiet area to visit and relax in evening
 
On the east coast, Arlington VA and DC have developed previously drive-through suburbs into mini
cities that are highly desirable by aggressively slowing down and throttling traffic onto highways so
drivers aren't able to  bypass through on local roads.
--
-_Ben

--
-_Ben

mailto:kathryns@lisawiseconsulting.com
mailto:lisa@lisawiseconsulting.com
mailto:tmccracken@placeworks.com
mailto:cgarcia@placeworks.com
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Making Conservation 
a California Way of Life 

 

“Provide a safe, sustainable, integrated and efficient transportation 
system to enhance California’s economy and livability” 

March 26, 2018 

Damon Golubics 
Development Services Department 
City of Hayward 
777 B Street 
Hayward, CA 94541 

SCH # 2018022054 
GTS # 04-ALA-2018-00256 
GTS I.D. 9746 
ALA-VAR- VAR 

Hayward Downtown Specific Plan Project – Notice of Preparation  

Damon Golubics: 

Thank you for including the California Department of Transportation (Caltrans) in the 
environmental review process for the above referenced project. In tandem with the Metropolitan 
Transportation Commission’s (MTC) Sustainable Communities Strategy (SCS), the Caltrans 
Strategic Management Plan 2015-2020 includes targets to reduce Vehicle Miles Travelled 
(VMT), in part, by tripling bicycle and doubling both pedestrian and transit travel by 2020. Our 
comments are based on the Notice of Preparation (NOP).  

Project Understanding 
The City of Hayward is preparing the Hayward Downtown Specific Plan to revitalize and 
enhance the Downtown City Center Priority Development Area (PDA). The proposed project 
would establish a planning framework for the 320-acre site to facilitate future development of 
new housing and retail; foster linkages to other neighborhoods and destinations throughout the 
city; and enhance the overall character and accessibility of Downtown Hayward; no construction 
is proposed as part of the project. Future development facilitated by the proposed project would 
be concentrated on four opportunity sites located near the Bay Area Rapid Transit station along 
Foothill Boulevard. The EIR will evaluate the maximum potential build-out of up to 3,427 new 
residential units and up to 1,900,000 square feet of non-residential development. State Routes 
(SR) 185 (Mission Boulevard) and 238 (Foothill Boulevard) bisect the Specific Plan’s project 
area.  
 
Vehicle Trip Reduction 
The project is in the Downtown (Hayward) Priority Development Area (PDA). PDAs are 
identified by the Association of Bay Area Governments as areas for investment, new homes and 
job growth within existing communities. They are the foundation for MTC’s Plan Bay Area 
2040 and sustainable regional growth. Additionally, the project site is best identified as Place 



Damon Golubics, City of Hayward 
March 26, 2018 
Page 2 
 

“Provide a safe, sustainable, integrated and efficient transportation 
system to enhance California’s economy and livability” 

Type 4: Suburban Communities (Corridors) in Caltrans’ Smart Mobility 2010: A Call to 
Action for the New Decade. As such, location efficiency factors, such as community design are 
weak and regional accessibility varies. 

Given the project’s intensification of use, the low transportation efficiency factors of its place 
type and its characterization as a PDA, all the Transportation Demand Management (TDM) 
listed below should be considered in the Specific Plan’s vision to reduce VMT and greenhouse 
gas emissions. Such measures will be critical to facilitate efficient transportation access to and 
from the project location, reduce transportation impacts associated with the project, and promote 
smart mobility. 
 

• Project design to encourage walking, bicycling and transit access; 
• Incorporate the AC Transit Bus Routes 93, 83, 85, and 37 into the Specific Plan. As these 

routes connect to the BART and Amtrak stations, they are important connections to 
regional transit. 

• Transit fare incentives such as such as free or discounted transit passes on a continuing 
basis;  

• Bundled annual transit passes; 
• Real-time transit information system; 
• Bus stop improvements such as shelters and trees; 
• Conveniently located bus stops near building entrances;  
• Transit, bicycle and trip planning resources such as a commute information kiosk; 
• Secured bicycle storage facilities located conveniently near entrances to minimize 

determent of bicycle use due to weather conditions; 
• Fix-it bicycle repair station(s); 
• Showers, changing rooms and clothing lockers for employees that commute via active 

transportation; 
• Ten percent vehicle parking reductions; 
• Parking cash-out programs for commercial uses; 
• Unbundled parking for the residential uses; 
• Charging stations and designated parking spaces for electric vehicles; 
• Carpool and clean-fuel parking spaces; 
• Designated parking spaces for a car share program; 
• Incorporate affordable housing into the Specific Plan; 
• Outdoor areas with patios, furniture, pedestrian pathways, picnic and recreational areas; 
• Guaranteed Emergency Ride Home program; 
• Transportation Demand Management coordinator; 
• Participation/Formation in/of a Transportation Management Association (TMA) in 

partnership with other developments in the area; and 
• Aggressive trip reduction targets with Lead Agency monitoring and enforcement. 

 
Transportation Demand Management programs should be documented with annual monitoring 
reports by an onsite TDM coordinator to demonstrate effectiveness. If the project does not 
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“Provide a safe, sustainable, integrated and efficient transportation 
system to enhance California’s economy and livability” 

achieve the VMT reduction goals, the reports should also include next steps to take in order to 
achieve those targets. Also, reducing parking supply can encourage active forms of 
transportation, reduce regional VMT, and lessen future transportation impacts on SR 238 and 
other nearby State facilities. These smart growth approaches are consistent with the MTC’s 
Regional Transportation Plan/SCS goals and would meet Caltrans Strategic Management Plan 
sustainability goals.  
 
For additional TDM options, please refer to the Federal Highway Administration’s Integrating 
Demand Management into the Transportation Planning Process: A Desk Reference (Chapter 8). 
The reference is available online at:  

 
http://www.ops.fhwa.dot.gov/publications/fhwahop12035/fhwahop12035.pdf. 

Transportation Impact Fees 
The Lead Agency should identify project-generated travel demand and estimate the costs of 
transit and active transportation improvements necessitated by the proposed Specific Plan; viable 
funding sources such as development and/or transportation impact fees should also be identified. 
We encourage a sufficient allocation of fair share contributions toward multimodal and regional 
transit improvements to fully mitigate cumulative impacts to regional transportation. We also 
strongly support measures to increase sustainable mode shares, thereby reducing VMT. The Lead 
Agency should also consider fair share fees for shuttles that use the public curb space. 
 
The Lead Agency should also ensure that the cost of needed improvements, funding sources, and 
a scheduled plan for implementation is incorporated into the capital improvement plan as part of 
the environmental process. Caltrans welcomes the opportunity to work with the Lead Agency 
and local partners to secure the funding for needed mitigation. Traffic mitigation- or cooperative 
agreements are examples of such measures. 

Travel Demand Analysis 
Please analyze VMT resulting from the proposed project. With the enactment of Senate Bill (SB) 
743, Caltrans is focusing on transportation infrastructure that supports smart growth and efficient 
development to ensure alignment with State policies using efficient development patterns, 
innovative travel demand reduction strategies, multimodal improvements, and VMT as the 
primary transportation impact metric. Please ensure that the travel demand analysis includes: 

• A vicinity map, regional location map, and site plan clearly showing project access in 
relation to the STN. Ingress and egress for all project components should be clearly 
identified. Clearly identify the State right-of-way (ROW). Project driveways, local roads 
and intersections, car/bike parking, and transit facilities should be mapped. 

• A VMT analysis pursuant to the City’s guidelines or, if the City has no guidelines, the 
Office of Planning and Research’s Draft Guidelines. Projects that result in automobile 
VMT per capita greater than 15% below existing (i.e. baseline) city-wide or regional 
values for similar land use types may indicate a significant impact. If necessary, 
mitigation for increasing VMT should be identified. Mitigation should support the use of 
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transit and active transportation modes. Potential mitigation measures that include the 
requirements of other agencies such as Caltrans are fully enforceable through permit 
conditions, agreements, or other legally-binding instruments under the control of the City. 

• A schematic illustration of walking, biking and auto conditions along the proposed 
roadway segment and nearby study area roadways. Potential issues for all road users 
should be identified and fully mitigated. 

• The project’s primary and secondary effects on pedestrians, bicycles, disabled travelers 
and transit performance should be evaluated, including countermeasures and trade-offs 
resulting from mitigating VMT increases. Access to pedestrians, bicycle, and transit 
facilities must be maintained. 

 
Encroachment Permit 
Please be advised that any work or traffic control that encroaches onto the State right-of-way 
(ROW) requires an Encroachment Permit that is issued by Caltrans. Traffic-related mitigation 
measures should be incorporated into the construction plans prior to the encroachment permit 
process. To apply, a completed Encroachment Permit application, the adopted environmental 
document, and five (5) sets of plans clearly indicating State ROW must be submitted to the 
address below. Traffic- related mitigation measures should be incorporated into the construction 
plans prior to the encroachment permit process. 
 
David Salladay, District Office Chief 
Office of Permits, MS 5E 
California Department of Transportation, District 4 
P.O. Box 23660 
Oakland, CA 94623-0660 
 
See the following website for more information: 
 

http://www.dot.ca.gov/trafficops/ep/index.html 

Lead Agency 
As the Lead Agency, the City of Hayward is responsible for all project mitigation, including any 
needed improvements to the STN. The project’s fair share contribution, financing, scheduling, 
implementation responsibilities and Lead Agency monitoring should be fully discussed for all 
proposed mitigation measures. Furthermore, this project meets the criteria to be deemed of 
statewide, regional, or areawide significance per CEQA Guidelines §15206. The DEIR should be 
submitted to both MTC, ABAG and the Alameda County Transportation Commission for review 
and comment.  
 
 

 





From: Damon Golubics
To: Kathryn Slama; Terri McCracken; Claudia Garcia
Cc: Lisa Wise (lisa@lisawiseconsulting.com)
Subject: FW: downtown specific plan eir
Date: Tuesday, March 27, 2018 8:17:28 AM

FYI – More comments submitted for the DTSP EIR NOP.
 
From: Frank Goulart [mailto:fgoulart@pacbell.net] 
Sent: Monday, March 26, 2018 5:00 PM
To: Damon Golubics <Damon.Golubics@hayward-ca.gov>
Subject: downtown specific plan eir
 
hi damon,
 
i have the following comments on the downtown specific plan eir:
 

1.       Opportunity site 1 should be studied for the impact of a reduction of parking that is planned.

2.       Opportunity site 2 poses one of the best sites for finding evidence of the Native American cemetery. 
The entire site should be explored with boring holes to identify the sighting and extent of the remains.

3.       Opportunity site 3 surrounds the BART station.  The site should be studied for its ability to handle
higher density of housing and higher building heights.

4.       Opportunity site 4 sits directly on the hayward fault.  The entire site should be trenched to accurately
define the hayward fault through the site.

best regards,
 
frank
 
Frank Goulart, Attorney & Mediator
Living Trusts & Mediation Services
The Historic Linekin Building
22248 Main Street 
Hayward, CA 94541 
510-581-9667
fgoulart@pacbell.net
www.HaywardBayAreaLivingTrusts.com

mailto:kathryns@lisawiseconsulting.com
mailto:tmccracken@placeworks.com
mailto:cgarcia@placeworks.com
mailto:lisa@lisawiseconsulting.com
mailto:fgoulart@pacbell.net
http://www.haywardbayarealivingtrusts.com/


From: Damon Golubics
To: Kathryn Slama; Terri McCracken; Claudia Garcia
Cc: Lisa Wise (lisa@lisawiseconsulting.com)
Subject: FW: Downtown Specific Plan EIR
Date: Monday, March 26, 2018 11:28:38 AM

FYI - Another email related to the Downtown Specific Plan EIR NOP.

-----Original Message-----
From: Mandeep S. S. Gill [mailto:msgill@slac.stanford.edu]
Sent: Monday, March 26, 2018 10:36 AM
To: Damon Golubics <Damon.Golubics@hayward-ca.gov>
Subject: Downtown Specific Plan EIR

Dear Mr. Golubics-

As a resident of Hayward (as are my parents, and many friends) I would like to offer the following opinions on this plan:

  https://linkprotect.cudasvc.com/url?a=https://www.hayward-ca.gov/discover/events/hayward-downtown-specific-plan-meeting-scoping-
eir&c=E,1,n5fwXKvsCShPLydrKxhRg2RtwCu_FbLZEXJ_jfRffEIp8jbESr_MOTJLiWvdB3dW4LcB4mXSP8ujAVyelmBZMn4vRPF_SYiDLu8DH0jHnaXu&typo=1

I largely support the HAPA recommendations written by Sherman Lewis, and most
particularly:

-- It is difficult to walk across Foothill and other high-traffic streets.
Street crossings be made easier and safer with narrower roadways, pedestrian
safety medians, and other improvements.

-- We don't have many bicycle lanes in downtown or in the rest of Hayward for
that matter, but better bike lanes will help. We ought add bike lanes to ALL
the streets of downtown Hayward, particularly focusing on those streets that
have the most promise for bicycling.

I especially support separated and dedicated bikepaths wherever possible.

-- I fully applaud the East Bay Greenway Project, which would convert Union
Pacific Railroad right of way not used for the tracks into a long path for
pedestrians and bicyclists from the Hayward BART to Oakland.

-- Wherever more parking structures are designed, I hope *many* spaces will
have dedicated electric vehicle chargers assigned to them, for future planning.
Chargepoint is my favorite and most easy-to-use company, the price is rather
too high (0.49 c/ kWh) for the Level 2 Blink chargers in the current B St.
Downtown garage.

Thanks much for your consideration-

++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++
                    Dr. Mandeep S. S. Gill
        KIPAC, SLAC National Accelerator Laboratory, USA
                     Cell #: 650.204.1069
                     <https://linkprotect.cudasvc.com/url?a=http://mandeep.org&c=E,1,26mnZYk1YS-
pcGUb4Voi1N2TrRQleC8BkwOPTzldabavjMnFaUM6PiPYUAZ9tzG1Rn54l9im00dADS7JHNXWm2kWD0me83V8n0gu6jU0VRvAHF1A&typo=1>
++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++

Also:

****************************
    Dr. Mandeep S.S. Gill
    Organizing Coordinator
    CA StateStrong
    A Project of Indivisible
    https://linkprotect.cudasvc.com/url?
a=https://www.castatestrong.org&c=E,1,HRoyK0ARemub7pLrV2As1cDOixh6ILckmzF2O0A5J8PVd4Ua7r8DCqfA2Aweok5wh8SB202EjEXZUFCzOPeEXXpVWuOPYc9ijdxdCGmozPcQ0n8x8-
DoN25D3gY,&typo=1
    @CAStateStrong
****************************

mailto:kathryns@lisawiseconsulting.com
mailto:tmccracken@placeworks.com
mailto:cgarcia@placeworks.com
mailto:lisa@lisawiseconsulting.com
mailto:msgill@slac.stanford.edu
https://linkprotect.cudasvc.com/url?a=https://www.hayward-ca.gov/discover/events/hayward-downtown-specific-plan-meeting-scoping-eir&c=E,1,n5fwXKvsCShPLydrKxhRg2RtwCu_FbLZEXJ_jfRffEIp8jbESr_MOTJLiWvdB3dW4LcB4mXSP8ujAVyelmBZMn4vRPF_SYiDLu8DH0jHnaXu&typo=1
https://linkprotect.cudasvc.com/url?a=https://www.hayward-ca.gov/discover/events/hayward-downtown-specific-plan-meeting-scoping-eir&c=E,1,n5fwXKvsCShPLydrKxhRg2RtwCu_FbLZEXJ_jfRffEIp8jbESr_MOTJLiWvdB3dW4LcB4mXSP8ujAVyelmBZMn4vRPF_SYiDLu8DH0jHnaXu&typo=1
https://linkprotect.cudasvc.com/url?a=http://mandeep.org&c=E,1,26mnZYk1YS-pcGUb4Voi1N2TrRQleC8BkwOPTzldabavjMnFaUM6PiPYUAZ9tzG1Rn54l9im00dADS7JHNXWm2kWD0me83V8n0gu6jU0VRvAHF1A&typo=1
https://linkprotect.cudasvc.com/url?a=http://mandeep.org&c=E,1,26mnZYk1YS-pcGUb4Voi1N2TrRQleC8BkwOPTzldabavjMnFaUM6PiPYUAZ9tzG1Rn54l9im00dADS7JHNXWm2kWD0me83V8n0gu6jU0VRvAHF1A&typo=1
https://linkprotect.cudasvc.com/url?a=https://www.castatestrong.org&c=E,1,HRoyK0ARemub7pLrV2As1cDOixh6ILckmzF2O0A5J8PVd4Ua7r8DCqfA2Aweok5wh8SB202EjEXZUFCzOPeEXXpVWuOPYc9ijdxdCGmozPcQ0n8x8-DoN25D3gY,&typo=1
https://linkprotect.cudasvc.com/url?a=https://www.castatestrong.org&c=E,1,HRoyK0ARemub7pLrV2As1cDOixh6ILckmzF2O0A5J8PVd4Ua7r8DCqfA2Aweok5wh8SB202EjEXZUFCzOPeEXXpVWuOPYc9ijdxdCGmozPcQ0n8x8-DoN25D3gY,&typo=1
https://linkprotect.cudasvc.com/url?a=https://www.castatestrong.org&c=E,1,HRoyK0ARemub7pLrV2As1cDOixh6ILckmzF2O0A5J8PVd4Ua7r8DCqfA2Aweok5wh8SB202EjEXZUFCzOPeEXXpVWuOPYc9ijdxdCGmozPcQ0n8x8-DoN25D3gY,&typo=1
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1. Competing Visions for Downtown Hayward 

This report is HAPA’s comments on the Notice of Preparation (NOP) of the Environmental 
Impact Report by City of Hayward for the Hayward Downtown Specific Plan Project. The NOP has 
two sentences about the plan, not enough to be a basis for comments. We assume the plan will 
be very similar to the Downtown Specific Plan Vision Plan & EIR Long-Term Vision with 74 slides 
presented May 2017 by the LWC consultants (LWC team) (https://www.hayward-
ca.gov/sites/default/files/documents/LWC_Hayward_Vision%20Framework_Draft_052517.pdf. 
The Vision is a well-illustrated, well-organized report with some good ideas but some glaring 
problems. 

https://www.hayward-ca.gov/sites/default/files/documents/LWC_Hayward_Vision%20Framework_Draft_052517.pdf
https://www.hayward-ca.gov/sites/default/files/documents/LWC_Hayward_Vision%20Framework_Draft_052517.pdf
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In response to the problems, 
HAPA presents here a competing 
vision for downtown. This report 
builds on “Comments on Plan for 
Downtown Hayward: Vision or 
Fiasco?” submitted earlier. Many 
of its ideas are omitted here, so I 
incorporate them by reference.1 

The LWC team vision and 
HAPA vision do not differ in their 
priorities and goals but in the 
specific policies and analyses 
needed to get there. HAPA 
believes that sustainable growth 
for downtown depends on 
reforming the Loop as soon as 
possible, optimizing cost effective 
surface parking, discouraging auto 
modes, radically increasing non-
auto modes, and getting more 
people to live downtown. Transit 
access depends primarily on rapid 
buses as detailed in other HAPA 
reports. Subsidized parking 
structures will make matters 
worse.  

 

2. Loop reform 

Loop evaluation 

The LWC team has a partial and vague critique of part of the Loop. The LWC team “evaluated 
the conditions of Foothill Boulevard. Based on what we heard, Foothill Boulevard feels like a 
freeway that passes through Downtown making it difficult to access businesses and residences.” 
(Slide 23) They reported that “Foothill Boulevard creates a physical and perceptual connectivity 
barrier.” (Slide 43) Translation: “Foothill is so wide pedestrians won’t cross it.” HAPA believes the 
LWC team should have looked at the rest of the Loop, not just Foothill, and should have gone 
into much more detail.  

                                                      
1 An extensive approach to downtown (which I do not incorporate by reference) is available in Ideas for 

Downtown Hayward. Both reports can be found at 
https://www.dropbox.com/sh/zppm2gw5bvsnzd8/AADBFwkjbpNOk1h1OCMISEA6a?dl=0. See also 
https://hapaforhayward.wordpress.com/. These documents overlap with each other and with this report. I lack time 
to make them into one. 

Downtown Hayward 

https://www.dropbox.com/sh/zppm2gw5bvsnzd8/AADBFwkjbpNOk1h1OCMISEA6a?dl=0
https://hapaforhayward.wordpress.com/
https://hapaforhayward.wordpress.com/downtown-hayward/
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HAPA’s evaluation of the Loop (below) may seem long, but it has been much reduced from 
HAPA’s earlier analyses, Ideas for Downtown Hayward and Comments on Plan for Downtown 
Hayward: Vision or Fiasco? (see footnote 1) These reports have the detail necessary for real 
analysis.  

The Specific Plan report should include these points:  

The initial traffic analysis was deeply flawed 

The most serious flaw was a failure to see how traffic in the reverse direction from the one-
way direction would be so much slower that it would more than offset faster flow in the one-way 
direction. The Hayward City Council had good intentions for 238 Improvements but chose the 
wrong goal, intersection Level of Service. The goal should have been retail success and level of 
service for private car and non-auto modes. Car speeds should be less important than downtown 
revitalization.  

The ACTC has failed to measure speeds in the reverse directions 

The Alameda County Transportation Commission (ACTC) has never measured speeds in the 
three reverse directions and has failed to inform the public about the slow-downs. ACTC is 
responsible for reporting link speeds. State law requires measurement of level of service using 
travel speed on major highways. ACTC measures speeds for a specific network of important 
roads designated in the Congestion Management Plan (CMP). Every two years the ACTC has 
drivers and timers measure speeds on all the links in Alameda County.  

The Loop has 6 links along Foothill, A Street and Mission. For decades, the ACTC measured 
speeds on Loop street links and never found congestion—using the definition required by state 
law. In 2010, the most recent year before Loop construction, four links were LOS (level of service) 
C and two were D. There has been so little congestion that the ACTC CMP reports never 
commented on them.  

One example of a point-to-point link is eastbound on A Street from Western Ave. to Foothill 
Blvd. In 2014 and 2016 ACTC measured only to Mission, even though people still need to reach A 
Street. By stopping measurement at Mission, ACTA claimed that the speed in 2016 was 11.9 
miles per hour. However, to reach Foothill the speed in reality was more like 5.3 miles per hour. 
ACTC claimed the link had been shortened and point-to-point travel was not required, but 
regardless of excuses, the public still needs to travel east on A Street.  

Slower traffic 

Speed here does not mean how fast traffic seems to move, but objectively measured point-
to-point travel times using a stop watch. HAPA research on this issue produced substantial 
evidence that the slowdown in the reverse directions is greater than the speed up on the one-
way directions. In the real world, travel speeds fell to LOS F in all the reverse directions. 
Considering the three links in the Loop direction and the three in the reverse direction, the net 
increase in speed in the one-way directions was 2.7 miles per hour, and the net slow-down in the 
reverse directions was minus 6.9 miles per hour, for a net slow-down of 4.2 miles per hour. The 
Loop failed at its major goal.2  

                                                      
2 For more details, contact me at sherman@csuhayward.us.  

mailto:sherman@csuhayward.us
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Circularity and increased distances (Vehicle Miles Traveled, VMT) 

The Loop makes people go the long way around, increasing VMT, pollution, GHG 
(greenhouse gases), and energy use. This problem affects both through traffic and traffic with a 
downtown destination. Through traffic east bound on A Street has to go four turns and four 
blocks off the direct route. South bound on Foothill is detoured two turns and two blocks out of 
its way. Some drivers instead turn left onto City Center Drive then right onto Second Street to get 
south bound, longer than the old straight through route. Northbound Mission also goes two 
blocks and two turns out of its way using Foothill, or traffic can use Fletcher to Watkins to A 
Street. Similarly, for reaching Loop streets, any one coming from the wrong side has to go around 
extra blocks to reach the destination street. Driving east on A Street is especially roundabout, .6 
miles via Mission to C Street to Foothill, while going west directly on A Street is .2 mile between 
the same two points. The increase in speed and distance is costly and accomplishes nothing.  

Problems navigating routes 

Going to a single place is usually easy enough, even if one-ways make the route go the long 
way around. However, for two or more errands, the route can be complicated. You can’t get 
from the Lucky store to CVS efficiently, only from CVS to Lucky (0.3 miles). If one is at Lucky and 
wants to go to CVS, the best route seems to be right on Mission, cross four lanes, left on C Street, 
left on Foothill, left on A Street, and left again into CVS (0.6 miles). This kind of problem requires 
planning errands carefully or wasting time driving the long way around.  

Jack rabbiting, pulse traffic, inefficiency of lane use 

These three issues are all manifestations of the same problem, a street system much bigger 
than needed. Jack rabbiting occurs when cars at a red light accelerate to excessive speed when 
drivers see a long stretch of open pavement ahead. Instead of two lanes facing a red light, the 
Loop has four to five lanes. Cars spread out at the white line usually just a few deep. They see 
wide open pavement ahead. When the light turns green, the cars speed forward up to 50 miles 
per hour, only to stop at the next red light. This jack rabbiting could be a major reason that link 
speeds have not increased even in the Loop direction. Instead of a stream of cars using a few 
lanes, there is a pulse of traffic using many lanes, followed by a stop light.  

Loop lanes are used inefficiently compared with similar urban arterials. The lane use could 
be measured in average daily traffic (ADT) per lane per block, as compared to other old 
downtown arterials in the Bay Area. ADT is the appropriate measure for general use, not peak 
hour volumes. Comparable urban arterials include El Camino, East 14th/San Pablo, and Telegraph 
Ave. In Hayward, one little-used lane on the Loop is the left lane southbound on Mission south of 
D Street to Foothill. It is just too far left to attract drivers.  

Three routes reduced to two 

Previously, northbound traffic could use three routes; now Mission north traffic is blocked, 
adding to traffic on Fletcher/Watkins and Foothill. Previously, northeast-bound could use three 
routes; now Jackson traffic is added to Watkins and Foothill. Previously, eastbound traffic could 
use three routes, now A Street is blocked and adds traffic to C Street and small neighborhood 
streets. Previously, southbound traffic could use three routes; now Foothill traffic is blocked and 
adds to traffic on Mission and Second Street As a result, crossing volumes (e.g., at Watkins and 
Jackson) are increased and the red-light cycle is longer.  
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Lanes In, Lanes Out 

The Loop simply rearranged traffic within the Loop and with no increase in capacity of 
outside streets serving the Loop. The typical numbers of lanes entering and leaving the Loop are 
the same: two for Mission on the north side, and three for Mission on the south side (to Carlos 
Bee), three for Jackson on the west side and three for Foothill on the north side. There is one 
exception; Foothill southbound north of A Street narrows to two lanes, reducing the capacity of 
the whole system and demonstrating that three lanes are not necessary. The Loop only 
rearranges the flow within downtown. The Loop reduces intersection conflict, increases 
distances, increases lane changes, and makes traffic faster.  

Intersection blocking 

The result of forcing more traffic on Jackson to go up to Foothill often creates a problem 
where northbound Watkins crosses Jackson. Drivers on Jackson often misjudge the traffic lights 
and get caught in the intersection, blocking northbound Watkins, which has a short signal time. 
Drivers turning right are unable to get out of the way of traffic behind on a short green cycle. 
Pedestrians have to weave through traffic that could move at any time. All three problems are 
shown in one picture below. The same problem occurs for traffic on Foothill coming into the D 
Street intersection, backing up to block southbound traffic on Mission. This happened to me Dec. 

21, 2015, at night during a rain storm, when I was blocked by a large truck and changing lanes 
was too dangerous. 

Cut-throughs 

Eastbound A Street, unable to go straight, often goes left up Mission and then onto 
neighborhood streets: Hotel Ave. to Main Street to McKeever to City Center Dr. to Foothill. They 
also go up Montgomery to Simon to Main to Hazel to Foothill. These rat runs are still less 
convenient for people who need to get east bound on A Street  

Another cut-through occurs coming south on Foothill when people don’t want to go all the 
way to A Street, so they turn right on City Center and left on Maple Court, often speeding despite 
the narrow street.  

Another cut-through is east bound on C Street Instead of waiting for the light at Foothill, 
people drive through the parking structure. When I tried it, there were three cars ahead of me 
and a I still beat the C Street traffic. 

On left: green light, intersection blocked, pedestrians crossing between waiting 
cars. On right: looking south on Mission with red truck in the way, raining 
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Increased traffic on B Street and C 
Street 

In 2017 the owners of the Book Shop 
on B Street (before it closed) reported 
increases in traffic volumes, speed, and 
noise, which make backing out of diagonal 
parking dangerous. At least one elderly 
customer no longer comes downtown due 
to traffic and the confusion of one-way 
streets and lane changes created by the 
Loop. The reason is traffic coming north of 
Foothill often finds B Street a shorter way 

to get west, rather than go an extra block up to A Street. 

C Street gets more traffic from east bound on A Street which can no longer use A Street.  

Pedestrian problems 

Wide expressways make it difficult, uncomfortable, and hazardous for pedestrians to cross 
the street, as compared to narrower crossings, pedestrian medians, and bulb-outs. Crossing A 
Street on the one-way blocks has four lanes and is especially difficult. Much of Foothill is seven 
lanes and over 80 feet wide, far too wide for most pedestrians. Pedestrians feel intimidated 
seeing a wall of cars headed their way. According to a church leader, the Boy Scouts associated 
with the Methodist Church on Second Street no longer even try to cross Foothill because of the 
width and the number of scouts trying to cross all at once. 

Traffic-pedestrian conflicts 

Pedestrians crossing Mission at B Street delay cars on B Street trying to turn left onto 
Mission. The Loop increases the number of cars needing to turn left. 

Lane changing and merge problems 

The Loop requires intense lane changing, with many drivers ignoring pavement markings. It 
may be possible to observe this problem using the signal control cameras or CCTVs at the 
intersections. 

o From Mission northbound onto Foothill merging left to enter the Cinema parking 
structure.  

o From Foothill southbound in right lanes, especially the inner lane which must quickly 
merge into the lane on the left, to westbound on A Street and then must merge more left 
to get on Mission southbound. Merging left fast enough to get into the CVS lot can be 
dangerous or impossible. 

o Jackson northeast-bound onto Foothill merging with traffic from D Street on the left and 
Mission on the right. Getting from Jackson to Foothill to D Street eastbound is so difficult 

Merge of Foothill and Jackson has no safe lane. Cars from Mission are crossing 3+ lanes to 
the left, and cars from Jackson are crossing 3+ lanes to the right. This is bar none the most 
terrifyingly dangerous intersection I have ever driven (30 years, all over the country and Bay 
Area) INCLUDING driving in Tijuana 40 years ago. –Bonnie Peyton, Hayward resident 

Jackson blocking Watkins 
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it is prohibited, forcing a longer route and still difficult lane changes to turn right 
eastbound on C Street If the pattern were changed to a two-way system, then D Street 
traffic at Foothill is reduced by allowing traffic to go up Mission to A Street Also, merges 
from Jackson and Mission onto Foothill are reduced by how the traffic lights would pulse 
traffic between Jackson and Mission.  

o Exiting the Cinema Parking Structure and turning left onto Foothill it is usually impossible 
to cross safely six lanes to make a right turn on B Street. You can exit the structure onto C 
Street to turn left with the green light onto Foothill to get a little more distance to reach B 
Street and hope the red light for the other traffic holds them off.  

o Exiting the City Parking Structure onto Mission it can be difficult or impossible to change 
lanes fast enough to turn left onto C Street 

o D Street westbound right onto Foothill and left into Cinema Parking Structure is difficult, 
requiring changing five lanes in a short distance. 

o B Street westbound from Second St. turning right onto Foothill to reach the far side. 
Going to park in front of Copy Pacific requires crossing six lanes of Foothill almost at right 
angles to reach the seventh lane for parking. 

o D Street westbound from Second Street to enter the cinema parking structure requires 
crossing four lanes in about one block. It is easy without traffic but difficult with traffic, 
which can be thick if on-coming from both Mission and Jackson.  

High speeds aggravate the problem of lane changing and merges. I had a scary experience 
exiting the City parking structure southbound onto Mission and changing four lanes to get 
eastbound on C Street The cars behind me made it difficult to see what was coming in the lane 
back to my left, and I had to slow down to a near stop to see. What I could see was fast traffic 
coming up at me unwilling to slow down even when I was a foot into their lane. I had to pull in 
front of the least dangerous car coming up at me and do it three more times. I have a hunch that 
the driver behind me who honked had to brake a bit. 

Queuing (lane stacking) and safety problems 

Excessive queuing in left lanes occurs because the Loop goes in the left, counter-clockwise. I 
have seen this all the time; it is a systemic problem.  

o Southbound on Mission in the left lane to go eastbound onto C Street 
o Eastbound on C Street left lane to north on Foothill 
o Westbound on A Street in the left lanes getting ready to turn left onto Mission Blvd. 

Example: On 6/18/16 I was coming down Main to use A Street to turn left onto Mission. 
When the light turned green, the two left lanes I needed were fully backed up to Main, 
stacked into the intersection. I couldn’t get into a left lane so I went right and circled 
around via Mission and Hotel back to Main. I did not try to turn right on A Street but kept 
going on Main two more blocks to reach D Street, where I could turn right and then get 
let more easily for the left turn onto Mission.  

o Westbound on A Street in the left lanes on the east side of Mission 
o Eastbound on A Street in the left lane to go north on Mission to reach the Hotel Ave. rat 

run  
o Northbound on Mission in the left lane to go west on Fletcher, sometimes back up 

outside the turn pocket all the way to the Plunge 
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o Northbound on Watkins at Jackson, where a sometimes very brief light cycle and the 
blocking problem described above creates an incentive for drivers to use the left turn only 
land to go straight, or to cut left out of the straight lane, cut around blocked cars in that 
lane, and swerve back into the intersection to continue on Watkins (I’ve seen it done and 
done it myself.) 

o Westbound on B Street to turn left onto Mission 

Parking lost to the Loop 

The loss of parking on Loop streets and resulting decrease in commerce must be estimated. 
The nature of Loop parking needs to be assessed because it does not look or feel like parking. 
The white lines for parking on the left side of A Street are parallel the curb and lack marks for 
specific spaces. It is not clear if the area along the curb is for parking. Speeding cars in the 
adjacent lane make it uncomfortable to open the car door on the traffic side. If cars are right 
behind it feels uncomfortable, even dangerous to stop, let alone parallel park. Oddly enough, the 
parking on the right side is not marked, yet gets more parking, possibly because there are more 
destinations on that side and bulb-outs create a sense of safety.  

Land lost to the Loop 

The Loop required acquisition of 30 parcels and destruction of 18 buildings. All or most of 
could be recovered for development and higher uses than pavement.  

 Longer lights 

There seem to be longer lights northbound on Watkins at D Street possibly due to traffic 
diverted from A Street to D Street, and at other places with very wide pedestrian crossings and 
long walk signal time. 

Public and merchant opinion of the Loop have been strongly negative. Unfortunately, 
neither the City nor ACTC nor the LWC team have studied Loop problems. 

Loop reform 

Both visions support Loop reform to make downtown a destination, not an island in an 
expressway with wide streets and fast traffic. The reversion to two-way traffic, improved surface 
parking, bicycle lanes, and safer pedestrian crossing can be achieved short term with existing 
funds in the LATIP.3 The LWC team sees a, “win-win” and a fifteen-year delay in achieving two-
way. (Slide 59) HAPA disagrees; the downtown plan top priority should be a real win, a simple 
reversion to a two-way system, something we could afford that would end the self-inflicted 
wound of the Loop. Hayward cannot move ahead until downtown is a place to go to, not to go 
past. HAPA believes Loop reform is most important problem the downtown has and can be 
solved short-term. 

The downtown will still have congestion; most successful downtowns have congestion. Loop 
reform means more people going downtown, which will have safer traffic with no loss of point-
to-point travel time because the traffic will have shorter distances (less circularity) and more 
intersections, which spread out turning movements and reduce red light times by having less 
traffic at each intersection. The efficiency of lane use improves. The ease of lane changes 

                                                      
3 Vikash Gayah, “Two-Way Street Networks: More Efficient than Previously Thought?” Access, fall 2012. The 

author confirmed to me that there is an error in Fig. 3; the key is reversed; the bottom dashed line is two-way 
network with left turn lanes. 
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improves. Fewer people will try to drive through 
downtown through induced restraint (explained in 
Ideas). 

The Foothill Mission Roundabout 

The LWC team claims that “A lozenge shaped 
roundabout proved to be the most preferred 
solution by the community.” This claim is 
undocumented and I question its validity. The LWC 
team presents a single simplistic concept rather 
than informed choices. 

The oblong roundabout would extend two 
blocks along Foothill from Mission to D Street. There is no diagram of travel paths, no traffic 
analysis, no cost analysis, no facts about right-of-way takes and expropriated businesses, no 
funding source, and no alternatives. The alignment of Mission jogs back and forth. The 
realignment of eastbound on D Street would deteriorate the existing traffic flow with a long 
detour around the roundabout. The phasing plan delays a solution to downtown’s most pressing 
problem for 15 years or more into the future.  

The parkland in the middle of the roundabout can only be reached by crossing two lanes of 
traffic. Parkland always works better with safe and easy pedestrian access.  

 The debate over intersections vs. roundabouts (aka traffic circles or ovals) is not resolved. 
Much depends on size and design and the volume of traffic. In both cases, more traffic means 
slower traffic, and more road capacity means faster traffic. Where collisions result from running 
red lights, roundabouts can be safer for vehicles. Usually, both types can be made safer if a 
problem emerges. There are, still, three important problems to consider.4  

• Roundabouts are more dangerous for pedestrians and bicyclists; “on large urban 
roundabouts, cyclist have an injury rate 10-15 times that of motorists.” Dutch design can 
help, but that is not being proposed. 

• If the roundabout has different volumes of traffic entering, the road with the larger traffic 
develops long “tailbacks,” that is, cars backing up on the road with more traffic. Tailbacks 
occur because lower volume entries come in at the same rate as the high volume, a problem 
solved by traffic lights that hold up the lower volume based on its ratio of traffic to the higher 
volume. Traffic signals can manage the traffic more fairly and efficiently. The proposed 
roundabout solves the tailback problem with signals, but then it works like a two-way system. 
Two-way has waits at the intersection and shorter travel paths; signaled roundabouts have 
waits at the entrances and longer travel paths.  

• Roundabouts take up more land area. The LWC team plan does not mention how much land 
would be taken or its cost. The roundabout would have expensive right-of-way takes and 
demolish some businesses. 

The reader who is new to these kinds of documents should be cautioned. The art work can 
be misleading. For example, going from slide 40 to slide 41, keep your eye on the plaza, and 

                                                      
4 There is a huge literature with little on point. This article was useful: 

https://www.theguardian.com/cities/2015/oct/19/traffic-lights-roundabouts-way-out  

https://www.theguardian.com/cities/2015/oct/19/traffic-lights-roundabouts-way-out
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notice how beautiful it becomes. You are not informed that the landscaping is already funded 
and moving to completion as part of the new library; it is not part of the Vision. Many terms that 
sound nice can often be meaningless: “focus,” “unique,” “active,” “vibrant,” “catalyze,” “vitality,” 
“gateway,” “new landmark,” “distinct destination,” “a range of building types.” 

A two-way alternative makes more sense. The LWC team supports two-way everywhere 
except for the roundabout. “Two-way roads enable safe mobility choices to enter Downtown, 
visit homes and businesses, and increase the economic vitality of businesses on both sides of the 
street.” (Slide 44) 

Coordinated traffic signals would work just as well with two-way. Two-way has no right-of-
way takes, threatens no small businesses, would cost far less to build, has more direct travel 
paths, and has more land that can be made available for development. With two-way, the D 
Street-Foothill-Mission block with access off D Street can be redeveloped. Two-way can have just 
as much traffic calming. Two-way can be implemented faster and can use funding now available 
in the LATIP, for a short-term solution to downtown’s most pressing problem There is nothing 
two-way can’t do as well as or better than the roundabout. The LWC team did not discuss any of 
these issues; the DEIR should. 

B Street and C Street 

The LWC team proposes conversion to two-way. (Slide 56) The LWC team assumes some 
benefit with no explanation. HAPA disagrees; B and C work well as a pair and B Street is too 
narrow for two-way, parking, bikeways, and sidewalks. If the purpose is to make traffic slower, B 
Street is already slow. Two-way here does not seem to provide more parking. The plan needs to 
report numbers of spaces for the two options.  

The LWC team needs to discuss how deliveries would work, because now a travel lane is 
often blocked but traffic can still go around easily. The LWC team needs to discuss the availability 
of LATIP funds for reprogramming. Phase 3 should be Phase 2 using LATIP funds and be the two-
way with signals option. The consultants do not seem to realize that the Loop has increased 
through traffic on B and C, and that two-way might make things worse. 

Policies beyond Loop reform 

Loop reform ends the devastation of the Loop but will still have congestion and is limited as 
to how much it can increase access to downtown. The additional policies to increase access are 
discussed below: parking reform, non-auto modes, and walking-oriented development. 

3. Parking reform 

Any subsidy for parking, which includes bundling, zoning mandates, and subsidized parking 
structures, goes against sustainability and economic efficiency. Users should pay the life-cycle 
cost of the parking they use just like they pay for their cars. Pricing reform would reduce the cost 
of housing, reduce private car trips, increase use of non-auto modes, increase turnover of 
parking for merchants, and support redevelopment of land for human use. All of this would 
significantly improve the urban economy and livability.  

Unbundling and parking zoning mandates 

The combination of governmentally mandated unnecessary parking and bunding of parking 
costs into rent are major reasons why Maple Main and Lincoln Landing will degrade the 
functionality and sustainability of downtown for decades to come.  
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Unbundling does not increase the cost of rent; it simply splits the rent in two, the rent for 
the unit and the rent for parking. Initially, the two unbundled rents combined would equal the 
bundled rent. For example, an apartment with parking at $1,600 per month could rent the unit 
for $1,400 per month and the parking for $200 per month. Then a low-income family not owning 
a car and living close to a grocery store and buses could save $200 per month. Furthermore, 
instead of a one size fits all rental system, a family needing more spaces could rent more, and 
one needing less could rent fewer. Over time, supply and demand will produce a balance based 
on rational prices and consumer choice. 

Bundled parking is uneconomic and socially unjust. Those who want to walk and use transit 
are discriminated against by being forced to pay for something they don’t need. The private 
economy cannot respond to demand for a more efficient life style. Unbundling supports a 
market-based transition to a more efficient, sustainable life style.  

A common concern is that a renter could avoid the parking charge by parking on the street. 
However, if the street is under-parked, such use is, in fact, efficient. If there is a charge for street 
parking, there will usually be parking available on the street, explained under modern parking 
charge policy below. If parking charges are unacceptable politically, neighborhood parking 
permits can be used, and are quite effective. Hayward has many successful neighborhood 
parking programs; fears of spillover from new housing are unfounded (discussed in detail in 
another HAPA report). 

Another concern is that an owner of an apartment complex would lose income from 
unrented surface parking spaces. Vacant spaces, however, reveal that the parking was not need 
and not economically justified, and the owner should be able to build new units on the vacant 
land. Currently, bundling is preempting land needed for housing. Downtown living does not 
require owning a car; it has all the shopping and transit service people need, and carshare/rental 
would provide for mobility not met otherwise. We can expect that many new residents of the 
Green Shutter will not own a private car parked locally. 

The City now requires bundling: that is, the City requires that developments have parking 
and that the rentals include parking. The City should deregulate mandates for unneeded parking 
and allow unbundling. The City should help landlords understand that unbundling can be 
implemented gradually.  

The City should require new construction to provide eco-passes on a per-bedroom basis to 
owners and renters, funded by a recorded Fixed Charge on the property tax or HOA fee. The City 
also could facilitate voluntary participation in eco-passes by existing property owners.  

Improved surface parking 

Greatly increased surface parking requires Loop reform.  

Main Street, with little traffic, should have a pilot project for back-in diagonal parking and 
invite people to practice and comment. It is harder to back-in compared with going head-in, but 
easier and safer pulling out in the direction of traffic rather than backing out into oncoming 
traffic. Back-in parking gets easier with practice, and safety advantages make it worthwhile. 5 

                                                      
5 walkBoston, Pedestrian Infrastructure, August 2015, p. 30, Reverse angle parking. 
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The “downtown block” is defined by Foothill, B Street, Main Street, and A Street. Downtown 
block parking reform would improve flow and increase parking by unifying the CVS and city lots 
and redesigning the whole layout, including a lane to be used by the circulator. (More on the 
downtown block below.) 

The LWC team estimated increases of new parking spaces for the four opportunity sites, but 
we need to know the potential for surface parking for the whole downtown, without building 
more parking structures. Loop reform can provide many more surface parking spaces. 

Modern Parking Charges 

Free? 

“Free” parking means that some parking is underused and chronically unavailable. Some 
drivers get a windfall while others drive around looking for parking, wasting gas, causing 
congestion, polluting the air, and unable to get convenient parking they are willing to pay for. 
Turnover is poor. Shoppers go elsewhere and merchants lose money. Revenues for local 
improvements are lost. The parking is paid for by taxpayers instead of the people who park. 
Parking charges increase the cost of parking to users and reduce it for the public which otherwise 
pays for it. 

Parking is on B Street is scarce to non-existent. Only 21 merchants have frontage parking 
along the three blocks from Foothill to City Hall. The downtown block and Lucky store area are 
also over-parked.  

Time limits are inefficient 

They have high enforcement costs, poor impact on turnover, and alienation of the public 
with fines. From the SFCTA On-Street Parking Management and Pricing Study: “The public desires 
flexible time restrictions, and non-compliance with current time limits is common. Both the 
resident and business surveys indicate a strong desire for longer or more flexible time limits.”  

“Even if the mix of regulations is adjusted to better shape a neighborhood’s desired demand 
profile (such as by setting and enforcing time limits to encourage short-term use), conventional 
regulations are inadequate for tackling parking challenges when demand is high and practical 
capacity limits are routinely exceeded.” 

“Relaxed time limits allow users to pay progressive rates to park for a more extended period 
(if they are willing to pay) without risking a citation. New technologies can also improve the 
responsiveness and productivity of enforcement personnel. Regulations guided by a principle 
(i.e., target occupancy), paired with effective enforcement, will tend to improve public 
acceptance of enforcement, because the enforcement activities support specific goals rather 
than being perceived as primarily punitive or revenue-generating.” 

“Charge higher rates for successive time periods. This strategy is referred to as progressive 
pricing or length-of-stay pricing. Progressive pricing can be implemented in conjunction with 
relaxed time limits. By charging a higher hourly meter rate for each additional hour, short-term 
parking is encouraged and turnover increases, while providing flexibility and convenience to 
users.” 

Redwood City had time limits but then tried variable rates based on demand. It was so 
successful they got rid of time limits. The program is set up so that market-rate prices encourage 
turn-over and there was no need for time limits, which aggravate customers. With the removal 
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of time limits, “occupancy shall be rigorously monitored in order to ensure that the prices are 
sufficient to generate the needed 15% vacancy rate.”6 The right price is the one that means there 
are always one or two open spots per block. Since the cost encourages turnover, time limits are 
unnecessary; in fact, any place that needs to impose time limits is not charging enough. Todd 
Litman has written extensively on parking policy.7 

A two-hour limit to get turnover is costly to enforce and inefficient compared with modern 
systems. Several cities have found that the "time limits and tickets" approach didn't create 
enough parking availability and have switched to parking meters with variable rate pricing.  

Modern parking charge policy 

Modern parking charge policy applies to surface parking, while an economic charge policy, 
explained below, applies to new parking structures.  

There are big differences between surface parking and proposed parking structures. A 
market charge is relevant where there is already a sunk cost (existing parking) or where new 
surface parking is recovered from unneeded travel lanes and has a low cost. Structures have a 
very high cost per space. Surface parking is far less expensive and can be easily converted to 
social uses in the future when, hopefully, our culture matures.  

Donald Shoup’s book, The High Cost of Free Parking, should be required reading for people 
who oppose market charges. The San Francisco Bay Area Metropolitan Transportation 
Commission (MTC) has completed a study of policies to improve parking management.8 At a 
workshop June 2, 2015, several ideas were presented for market charging.  

A modern system (Advanced Parking Management System) 

• should be applied to areas where there is high parking demand much of the day 

• charges a market rate to park based on willingness to pay, a voluntary system 

• avoids the punitive approach of expensive tickets and aggravation of getting ticket 

• adjusts rates based on occupancy, defined as an average of 85 percent of spaces being used 
or having one or two vacant spaces per block  

• uses easy pay technology using high tech meters; no more having to carry change, guessing 
the time, rushing back, getting a ticket, or leaving time on the meter 

• avoids payment in cash with its high overhead costs and security problems of handling 
currency 

• has signs that explain how much is charged, how to pay, and where to find free parking  

• increases business with better turnover and non-auto access 

• may have low cost enforcement using real-time reporting from occupancy sensors 

• may use Internet and in-vehicle navigation systems to help find a parking space  

• reduces wasted time, pollution, and congestion from hunting for parking 

• does not have time limits, just for time used, up to 24 hours.  

• charges can start low, and in a small area to achieve acceptance 

                                                      
6 http://www.sfcta.org/images/stories/Planning/ParkingManagementStudy/pdfs/parking_study_final.pdf  
7 Parking Management Parking Management Parking Management Parking Management Parking Management 

Strategies, Evaluation and Planning, 12 September 2016, Victoria Transport Policy Institute. 
https://www.vtpi.org/tdm/tdm26.htm and www.vtpi.org/park_man.pdf. 

8 https://parkingpolicy.com/ 

http://www.sfcta.org/images/stories/Planning/ParkingManagementStudy/pdfs/parking_study_final.pdf
https://www.vtpi.org/tdm/tdm26.htm
http://www.vtpi.org/park_man.pdf
https://parkingpolicy.com/
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• has free parking where there is too little market demand  

• close-in spaces can charge while low-demand spaces at a distance can be free.  

• some free parking further away helps public acceptance and gives those who do not want to 
pay a place to park. 

• produces revenues to improve a downtown or a neighborhood, such as sidewalks, cleaning, 
litter, signage, façades, policing, street furniture, pedestrian and bicycle amenities, 
landscaping, traffic calming and solar roofs over parking 

• funds do not disappear into the general fund, creating fairness and support for the system 

• involves merchants and residents in prioritizing use of funds locally 

With pricing, over time the supply balances demand. Without pricing, there can never be 
enough parking and resources are wasted. It is essential to implement some pricing to start the 
process of public education and acceptance. The LWC team needs to propose this. 

Easy pay: modern parking charge technology 

San Francisco’s SFPark was expensive, but costs are coming down 
and such an advanced system is not necessary. The most cost-effective 
charging technology may be the meters used by SFPark. Payment can 
use stored value cards like Clipper or BART tickets, SFMTA parking 
cards a tag read by a computer like FasTrak, credit and debit cards, and 
cell phones. The SFPark smart meter has a larger display screens and 
shows “PayByPhone” transactions right on the meter display.  

Smart phone apps can guide drivers to affordable spots directly, 
even saving drivers money by indicating where the most affordable parking is located.9 The 
FasTrak used on Bay Area bridges shows how successful a modern system can be. The FasTrak 
tag and reader system is especially appealing, as it is fully automatic—the driver does nothing 
except park and leave while the system keeps track of the time. Enforcement can be easy with 
occupancy sensors that automatically report violators and where they are located. Pittsburgh PA 
and Redwood City also have modern systems.  

The expensive part of a modern system is the initial equipment and installation, requiring 
smart meters, possibly occupancy sensors, and central computerized management and 
enforcement system. Less expensive but less easy to use are multi-space meters and payment by 
entering a license plate number. 

Coming advances support flexible time limits where needed. For example, a meter in yellow 
loading zone could have longer time limits outside of the loading hours.  

More discussion10 

From the Chron: “San Francisco will become the first U.S. city to base its parking rates on 
driver demand citywide. 

                                                      
9 Examiner 12/16/12, Reisman 

10 More details at. https://www.sfmta.com/; https://www.sfmta.com/press-releases/sfmta-upgrade-parking-
meters-citywide; http://www.sfcta.org/transportation-planning-and-studies/current-research-and-other-

projectsstudies/street-parking-management-and-pricing-study 

SFPark Smart Meter 

https://www.sfmta.com/press-releases/sfmta-upgrade-parking-meters-citywide
https://www.sfmta.com/press-releases/sfmta-upgrade-parking-meters-citywide
https://www.sfmta.com/press-releases/sfmta-upgrade-parking-meters-citywide
http://www.sfcta.org/transportation-planning-and-studies/current-research-and-other-projectsstudies/street-parking-management-and-pricing-study
http://www.sfcta.org/transportation-planning-and-studies/current-research-and-other-projectsstudies/street-parking-management-and-pricing-study
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“Beginning in mid-January [2018], motorists who park in the city’s 30,200 metered spaces, or 
in its lots and garages, will be charged more during peak times and less when demand isn’t as 
high. Hourly rates will vary by time of day and block by block and be adjusted up or down four 
times a year, depending on actual use during the previous quarter. 

“The Municipal Transportation Agency board approved the plan Tuesday on a 5-0 vote. 

“In areas that have had the demand-based rates, he said, “the best thing you can say is that 
it’s been a nonissue. Nobody notices.” 

“At the same time, the city replaced its old mechanical coin-only meters with electronic 
meters that take credit cards, parking cards or coins, and allow motorists to pay by mobile 
phone. The meters are linked, allowing them to be remotely monitored and programmed, 
enabling the MTA to measure demand and adjust rates. 

“Under the program, the MTA reviews hourly rates every three months, and decides 
whether to raise or lower them, in 25-cent increments, or leave them unchanged. The decisions 
are based on how many vacant metered spaces are typically available on a block during three 
times of day: morning, midday and evenings. 

“Rates can go as low as 50 cents an hour during low-demand times or as high as $8 an hour 
at peak times, according to MTA policy, but the highest rate now is $7 an hour. The average rate 
at the existing 7,000 demand-based parking spaces, Willson said, is about $2.50. 

“Jim Lazarus, policy director for the San Francisco Chamber of Commerce, said the 
organization welcomes the new way of setting parking meter rates and called the test program 
“unusually successful.”11 

From the SFMTA: 

“Upgrading our parking meters is one more step in making our parking system smarter and 
easier, while providing more convenient payment options for those who need to park in San 
Francisco,” said Ed Reiskin, SFMTA Director of Transportation. “These benefits will ultimately 
make our transportation system more efficient, while continuing to reduce the number of 
parking citations throughout the city.” 

“Citywide, parking citations have already been reduced by 12 percent. 

“Free” parking is not necessary for business. Some of the most successful business areas 
have expensive, limited parking, along with a high level of walk and transit access. Properly 
implemented, parking charges actually increase local business, as in Old Town Pasadena. Old 
Town Pasadena is hemmed in by I-210, I-710, and the Arroyo Parkway, plus local arterials. 
Pasadena took this blighted area and made it a destination with a strong plan, historic 
preservation, parking charges, and use of parking revenues for improving the area. 

“Similarly, in Ventura, former mayor Bill Fulton describes its benefits. In Boulder CO, Los 
Angeles and San Diego, meter revenues support streetscape improvements to attract more retail 
business.”12 

                                                      
11 https://www.sfgate.com/bayarea/article/Plan-to-set-SF-parking-rates-based-on-demand-is-12408525.php.  
12 http://fulton4ventura.blogspot.com/2010/09/parking-management-that-actually.html and 
http://www.vtpi.org/tdm/tdm72.htm. 

https://www.sfgate.com/bayarea/article/Plan-to-set-SF-parking-rates-based-on-demand-is-12408525.php
http://fulton4ventura.blogspot.com/2010/09/parking-management-that-actually.html
http://www.vtpi.org/tdm/tdm72.htm
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In San Francisco the modern system has reduced costs, has quicker access to parking, 
supports parking closer to destination, saves energy, pollutes less and reduces congestion.13  

Galveston TX has free Wi-Fi downtown and a cell phone app that supports an easy-pay 
system.  

A pilot project 

A pilot project in modern parking charges should start with B Street and then, if successful, 
expand to areas with excessive demand for free parking. 

BART is charging $3 to park at the Hayward station, so it is really hard to imagine that people 
would not pay to park downtown. In fact, the Lucky lot is already having problems from spillover 
parking from BART commuters.  

Currently, the two-hour limit program for the downtown area is losing money, about 
$50,000 per year, and “abuse of parking time restrictions is common” (one of several reports by 
CDM Smith, a traffic consulting firm). Enforcement is expensive and inadequate. To improve the 
time limits system, in February 2018, the City of Hayward considered proposed capital costs and 
five-year operating cost totaling $645,000. The program would upgrade enforcement based on 
equipment purchases and more personnel and anticipated about $90,000 net annual income.  

CDM Smith or the DEIR should compare modern parking charges with time limits and 
evaluate a pilot project in modern parking charges for costs, revenues, and turnover. The 
proposed $645,000 for time limits should be compared with a modern system. Both systems 
could have a goal of one space per block face vacant most of the time on average. The report 
should estimate costs based on the expansion of San Francisco’s parking charges. What is the 
best meter technology? How much do the new meters cost? What are the other capital costs of 
the system? What are the administrative costs? What are the revenues? What is the surplus? 
How could the surplus be used? How much does turnover improve?  

The plan needs to include educating and persuading merchants to demand easy pay smart 
meters. How did San Francisco and Berkeley persuaded merchants to support the programs?  

Subsidized Parking structures 

Subsidized parking structures are very expensive increase congestion, degrade street quality, 
and discourage non-auto modes. They are not needed if other policies are implemented. More 
surface parking is easily possible and at a fraction of the cost of structured parking. 

The LWC team Proposes four new subsidized parking structures: 844 spaces in city center, 69 
spaces in the downtown block, 385 spaces near BART, and 115 spaces at Foothill and Mission. 
These structures are inconsistent with the LWC team Statement that downtown “…is accessible 
by bike, foot, car, and public transit.” (Slide 13) They are contrary to Key Priority #2 for 
sustainability, which cannot be achieved by spending tens of millions of dollars to increase car 
traffic downtown. (Slide 9) 

In the past, the City has used tax funds to pay for structures where drivers park for free. 
Parking structures induce traffic and congestion, cause safety problems, pollute the air, 
discourage alternative modes, are enormously expensive, subsidize global warming, and are 
unnecessary for downtown growth.  

                                                      
13 “SFPark program a success,” San Francisco Chronicle, June 21, 2014 
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LWC team: “Within larger blocks, transform underutilized city-owned parking by introducing 
a mid-block green and a public parking structure lined with live-work units. …New public parking 
structure allows replacement of surface parking lots with buildings that help form complete block 
faces along Main Street, A Street and B Street. Incentivize infill development by allowing 
payment of fee in lieu for use of new public parking structure.” (Slide 27) “A shared-space 
connection through the center of the block and a new civic space catalyze small-scale 
incremental infill of 2-3 story buildings served by a public parking structure.” (Slide 28)  

HAPA: By our criterion, there are no larger blocks with underutilized city-owned parking. 
CDM Smith research shows a complex situation, with some, usually inconvenient, surface parking 
and parking structures occupied less than 80 percent of the time and some more occupied. 
Sometimes on special events everything is full. Utilization is not improved by structures but by 
replacing usually unoccupied parking with development, which then improves utilization. The 
LWC team actually discusses only the downtown block, not blocks. We know from observation 
that its parking is very well-utilized by Buffalo Bill’s, Bank of the West, CVS, and other businesses. 
A structure and its access would eliminate much of the existing parking. It makes no sense to 
eliminate convenient parking to build a parking structure with slower access due to driving up 
ramps up to higher levels.  

A new structure does not have anything to do with forming complete block faces; it is 
irrelevant. Development is far more incentivized by deregulating zoning, with no need for any 
fee, which would have to be passed on, increasing housing costs. A structure in the middle of the 
downtown block does not serve the block, it degrades it. The structure is irrelevant or harmful 
for having a green, buildings with retail below and housing above, and a busway. Eliminating the 
structure saves land for social uses and saves capital funds for better investment. 

Perhaps the most important slides in the Vision are 51 to 55 on performance measures. They 
are inconsistent with subsidized parking structures as well as with auto-based LOS, which the 
LWC team does criticize. The thinking behind slides 51 to 55 needs to be applied to parking 
structures. Unfortunately, the Vision only suggests that the City apply these metrics and does not 
actually apply them. The DEIR should assess the performance of the measures in slides 56 to 65 
and the policies for improving access and decreasing auto use.  

Subsidy? 

The LWC team has no information about how much structures will cost or how it will be paid 
for. The vision needs clarity about the cost of parking structures. The estimate of the cost of a 
parking structure starts with an estimate of the number of spaces on upper levels minus the 
number lost to the structure and ramps at ground level. Parking structures only provide parking 
on upper levels net of spaces on the ground level used for the upper structure. It is expensive to 
build concrete and steel strong enough to support tons of vehicles above the air in earthquake 
country.  

To avoid subsidy, a parking structure must charge to recover the economic cost. Parking 
structures that cannot pay their own way should not be built. The economic cost of parking 
structures includes land value, capital, operating, return on investment, and some defined 
quantified external costs such as a carbon cost and a congestion cost. The parking charge analysis 
has to be based on 85 percent daytime occupancy and then consider the elasticity of demand at 
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that charge. If demand is not high enough to pay the economic cost, the structure should not be 
built. The hourly rate is likely to be so high few people would park there. 

An economic charge is most relevant for planning new parking to see if people would be 
willing to pay the charge and, if not, not building the structure.  

The City Hall Park and BART disabled parking 

LWC team: “Existing bus bays and passive open space makes it difficult for a visitor to know 
how to get to homes and businesses in Downtown. Furthermore, the land around the station is 
underutilized based on BART’s long-term vision for the station.” (Slide 35) “Better connect BART 
to Downtown: A sequence of unique open spaces physically defined by active frontages draw 
people into Downtown.” (Slide 35) 

Bus bays. The bus bays and open space do not make it difficult; there is an obvious, wide 
sidewalk leading into downtown. BART’s vision, whatever it is, should not necessarily be our 
vision. The land is not underutilized. The bus bays make Hayward a regional inter-modal center 
and should not be moved.  

Disable parking. The drawing shows the park between BART and City Hall and necessary and 
convenient disabled and taxi access being replaced and built on. The LWC team does not explain 
the difference between “passive” and “unique” open space. Judging from the drawings, unique 
means less.  

The park. HAPA recommends keeping both the park and the disabled parking. It is not 
practical to eliminate the disabled parking; it is the only reasonable way to accomplish that 
function and should not be built on. 

The LWC team vision does not connect better and is not unique open space. In fact, it 
reduces existing opens space. The “active frontages” do not “draw people into Downtown” any 
more than the existing layout and may be worse by putting a kiosk and trees in the way. 

HAPA does not regard this area as an opportunity site. It works well as it is.  

More Parking Management  

The parking charge pilot program described above is a discrete element within the broader 
policy of parking management. Parking Management means shared parking. Most parking is 
inefficiently restricted to single purpose use, like only for residents, only for BART riders, or only 
for one business. Shared parking allows different users regardless of purpose, making more 
efficient use of the space.  

The City’s new Downtown Parking Management Plan is vague. In addition to a back-in 
diagonal pilot, improved surface parking, modern parking charges, no new parking structures, 
unbundling, and zoning deregulation, it should have 

• No new structured parking 

• No parking underneath that is part of a dwelling unit 

• No platform parking 

• Parking open to all users for short periods 

• Management of spillover parking using charges or permit programs 

• Leases for long term needs like resident parking 
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Cities lack powers to implement other reforms relating to gas taxes, congestion charges, 
bridge tolls, subsidies to oil companies, and externality costs. Auto dependency is the major 
cause of traffic, and underpricing is the major cause of auto dependency. The LWC team should 
provide information on how much access to downtown could increase with parking reform but 
does not look at the whole downtown and emphasizes parking structures instead.  

4. Non-auto modes 

The LWC team assumes that parking lost to buildings must be replaced by parking structures 
instead of by non-auto access. The LWC team emphasizes subsidizing parking to get more people 
downtown and does not consider the potential for non-auto modes. The LWC team (Slides 53 
and 55) infers support for pricing measures and transportation demand management (TDM) but 
does not mention the policies needed, such as employee cash out. The LWC team has no 
information on how much access could increase with non-auto modes and emphasizes parking 
structures instead.  

Sidewalks and bicycle lanes are necessary but not sufficient to achieve use. The LWC team 
does not analyze how much complete streets would actually be used, so there seems to be no 
way of estimating performance using the excellent transportation metrics. 

HAPA supports getting people downtown using policies which discourage private car use and 
encourage non-auto modes.  

Improve pedestrian street crossings 

Pedestrians need crossing that feel safe and are safe: narrower roadway at pedestrian 
crossings and pedestrian safety medians. The cross sections of Main Street and other streets on 
slide 60 show real progress away from overly wide travel lanes that are hostile to pedestrians. 
However, some cross sections show three and four lane wide roadways that create long 
pedestrian crossings. 

The new senior housing project on the north side of A Street has no safe crossing to Lucky 
store. Westbound traffic on A Street is fast coming out of the Loop, and eastbound traffic backs 
up because it is forced to turn onto Mission. The traffic signal is very slow because of left turns.  

The access to the Lucky store parking lot needs to have its left turns removed and a crossing 
safety median added. Traffic into and out of the parking lot from A Street would be reduced to a 
right turn into the lot and a right turn out. Traffic needing to go westbound traffic on A Street can 
get there via Mission Blvd.  

A Street needs improved cross walks at Maple Court, Main, Mission, and Luck to serve 
residential developments.  

Pedestrians will also benefit from policies for Loop reform, other non-auto modes, parking 
reform, and attractive mid-rise housing.  

Add bike lanes and the East Bay Greenway 

Both visions call for more bicycle lanes. The LWC team, however, overdoes it—too many 
bicycle lanes relative to probable bicycle use. As a long-term idea it might work, but short term 
HAPA recommends not having bicycle lanes on B Street. The LWC team needs to provide some 
reason why it thinks so many bike lanes would actually be used, particularly auto pricing 
measures and design measures to accommodate bicycles at the ends of trips. The LOS for bike 
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lanes, sidewalks, and transit may be “A” for the facility and “F” in terms of actual use. It would 
make more sense to plan land development and bike paths, and other bike support policies 
systematically, as occurs in places with high bicycle use. It’s possible to provide bicycle lanes, 
sidewalks and transit but if people don’t use them, their performance is inadequate. The analysis 
needs to study how much they would be used, or there is no way of knowing the performance on 
the transportation metrics. 

HAPA supports the East Bay Greenway Project, which would convert part of the Union 
Pacific railroad right of way from Lake Merritt BART to South Hayward BART into a “rail trail” for 
pedestrians and bicyclists. It would especially improve bicycle access to downtown and BART. 
The easiest section to make into a trail also serves downtown, next to Western Avenue (west 
side) from Hampton Rd. to Hayward BART station, where the railroad right-of-way is much wider 
than it needs to be for rail use and already open to informal public use. It could easily become a 
trail for walking and bicycling that would bring people right to the BART station and downtown at 
B Street The trail would need a safety fence to keep people away from the tracks. The Alameda 
County Transportation Commission and East Bay Parks are sponsors. See 
https://www.alamedactc.org/eastbaygreenway for details. 

Transit 

Transit includes the downtown circulator, shuttles to Cal State and Chabot College, and the 
Greyhound station. People choose mode primarily on the travel time and cost relative to the 
purpose of the trip. They will choose walk mode if it is faster. In some situations, congestion, 
bridge tolls, and parking costs can induce high transit ridership even when fares are high. In 
Hayward, abundant “free” parking creates an artificial incentive pushing people into private cars.  

The Downtown Circulator  

For a circulator to be successful, it has to have enough density over a short distance, be 
frequent fast and free, and not compete with “free” parking, which requires parking reform. 
Subsidizing transit without getting the auto to pay more of its own way is a waste of money.  

Also, AC Transit is over-subitized, has low ridership, and is inefficient. AC Transit costs 
$206.41 operating expenses per bus vehicle revenue hour, compared to City of Union City Transit 
at $105.03. AC Transit high costs are blamed on unions and work rules, but the Stockholm bus 
service, many years ago, reformed its buses to achieve lower costs and more flexible work rules 
while retaining unions. Contract bus operator are often unionized and settle for lower pay. A 
small bus run by a contract operator should cost less than Union City Transit. See 
https://www.transit.dot.gov/ntd/transit-agency-profiles for agency operating costs. 

A circulator has to be carefully planned and should have low capital and operating costs. To 
be successful, a circulator needs to use rapid bus concepts:  

• Serve a short, high density corridor 

• Dual mode diesel electric motor for torque, braking energy recovery, renewable fuel 
potential 

• Small, 30-foot bus for maneuverability in traffic 

• No fare collection by driver; use proof of purchase and soft enforcement 

• Low floor, high sidewalk stops with no step entry and guided docking 

• Minimal dwell time 

https://www.alamedactc.org/eastbaygreenway
https://www.transit.dot.gov/ntd/transit-agency-profiles
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• Shortest possible distance 

• Signal preemption and right lane bypass 

• Road improvements and new signals 

• Usually faster than driving 

• Runs most of the day  

• Free to most users using eco-pass 

• Land-based financing 

• Contract operator selected by RFP 

• Financers of circulator manage it in consultation with riders and operator 

Ridership. Riders would be residents of Maple Main, Lincoln Landing, and downtown, people 
coming downtown on other transit, and those parking downtown. The ridership estimate should 
be based on unbundling; otherwise subsidized parking reduces ridership. It should be based on 
something like how many riders would there be for ten hours of service, with a criterion of 50 
percent average occupancy in a 30-foot bus. 

Route, headway. Long suburban routes are not cost-effective due to longer travel time 
reaching fewer people at lower densities and more competition from use of cars. The circulator 
has to have a short route, less than a mile, which allows shorter headways with fewer buses, one 
bus in fact. People make mode choices based on travel time, so the faster and more frequent the 
service, the more riders it will have. For speed the shuttle has to use the shortest possible route 
and for frequency it has to have a headway most of the day of 10 minutes or less. These goals 
can be achieved with a Downtown Circulator using one bus between BART and a turn-around 
end-of-the-line stop at Lincoln Landing off City Center Dr. as shown at left if B Street remains one 
way. 

The route proposal shown below is based on the two-way traffic pattern proposed in March 
2017 by the LWC team. The route from BART goes up C Street, left on Watkins Street, right on B 
Street, left through the downtown block, along A Street and Maple Court to a turn-around at 

Lincoln Landing 
on City Center 
Dr. The return 
route continues 
on B Street into 
the station. This 
route allows one 
bus every seven 
minutes. The 
route outbound 
from BART goes 
close to Lucky 
for shopping on 
the way home. 

The distance 
is 4,465 feet 
outbound and 
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3,720 feet inbound, with a round trip distance of 1.55 miles. At a speed of 15 mph the round-trip 
travel time would be 6 minutes. With stops and layovers one bus could support a seven to ten-
minute headway. The route avoids the distance and slow turns of using Foothill Blvd. 

Capital Finance. The capital cost for one bus and right-of-way improvements, excluding Loop 
Reform, would be about $1.2 million. Capital costs could be funded by development, a 
Community Facilities District, city parking revenues, and state funding from cap and trade. In 
2015 the Cap-and-Trade Program committed $25 million each to the Transit and Intercity Rail 
Capital Program and the Low Carbon Transit Operations Program. The financial planning should 
include all properties along the route to get support as redevelopment occurs. 

Lincoln Landing and the Maple Main Apartments have the cash flow to pay for one bus and 
right-of-way improvements if required by the City as a condition of approval to mitigate traffic 
impacts.  

The capital cost for one bus and way improvements would be about $1.3 million, mainly for 
one high tech bus, traffic lights, and signal changing equipment. It would be funded in part by 
developers, but they should be able to seek reimbursement from other sources based on serving 
more than their residents. However, the cost could be only $4,100 per unit. Funding sources 
could be Community Facilities District revenues, city parking revenues, and fixed charges on the 
property tax (Community Benefit District), which could partially replace AC Transit’s $96 per year 
property tax charge. This project would also score well for state Affordable Housing and 
Sustainable Communities and Tax Credit Allocation Committee funding. 

Operating finance. Initial operating funds should come from a share of the rents at the new 
projects. All residents would ride for free (eco-pass). Some revenue could also come in part from 
a fixed charge on property in the downtown area. New developments would also contribute. 
Operating costs would come to some extent from rent and HOA fees.  

Management. Like Union City and Emeryville, Hayward should own and manage the system 
An RFP would allow cost-effective management and cost control. The operating cost would be 
about $60 per bus service hour.  

Ridership. The traffic study should estimate the ridership of the circulator in the context of 
the related complementary factors of the destination scenario.  

“Circulator” refers to the above and not anything proposed by the City. 

Cal State and Chabot Shuttles 

Non-auto access to downtown would be greatly improved by fast, frequent shuttles to Cal 
State and Chabot College (via the Amador government center and Southland). These would have 
characteristics similar to the circulator and are discussed in more detail in other HAPA reports. 
They would support short-corridor walking-oriented development, also increasing non-auto 
access to downtown.  

“Shuttles” refers to the above and not anything proposed by the City. We need an estimate 
of increased access to downtown based on these shuttles and the short-corridor, walking-
oriented development they support.  

It makes no sense to eliminate convenient bus bays at the Hayward BART station when 
we’re trying to increase public transit and the station area is a regional multimodal hub. We need 
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to have convenient bus bays for the Chabot and CSUEB Hayward shuttles, not make them less 
attractive with a west-side access.  

The movement of buses from B Street into BART and out onto C Street works very well and 
any plan for the west side would necessarily slow down transit access to downtown.  

Moving bus stops away from the BART station to Mission and A makes no sense. Bus rapid 
transit is usually less cost-effective than rapid bus. Rapid bus to Chabot and CSUEB Hayward 
should be immediate priorities. 

Greyhound Bus Station 

Intercity bus service is an important alternative to the automobile.  

There is a mysterious prefab structure inside a strange small building at the entrance to the 
Hayward BART Station from B Street There is a Greyhound sign involved. It all looks like some 
forgotten relic now devoid of function. Nevertheless, the Greyhound web site says there is 
station there and has a picture of it. It is open Monday – Saturday, 8:15 AM - 12:30 PM and 4:30 
PM - 6:30 PM. The website does not give a schedule for Hayward service but from looking at 
other schedules it appears that about six buses a day come through, stopping at the curb east of 
the entrance to the disable parking area.  

The City could talk to the Greyhound people about some improvement where people could 
wait for a bus out of the weather, with glass walls to prevent misuse, with better signage and, 
well, just be spiffier.  

Public cars 

Public cars are taxis, ride hail, carshare, and car rental. They need designated public curb 
space, signage, and policy support. The LWC team does not discuss public cars. Lyft, Uber, and 
Flywheel are not even mentioned, let alone evaluated for their potential to reduce the need for 
parking and the need for City policy support. 

Carshare/rental, taxi vouchers 

These policies for Carshare/rental, taxi vouchers can be required of new residential 
construction, in lieu of parking requirements, and tie into Parking Management discussed below. 
One possible site is the city’s property at Main and C St’s. Taxi vouchers would be given in limited 
numbers to residents for use, for example, when the circulator is not running and to reach health 
care. 

Taxis vs. Ride Apps 

Taxis are dying due to hostile public policy and general ignorance and apathy about the 
issues. Traditional taxis are antiquated, over-regulated, and inefficient. Ride app services have a 
clearly superior business providing better service at a lower cost. Taxis are losing out to ride 
apps, mainly Lyft and Uber. Ride apps are based on the ride service company’s software 
application installed on a smart phone. The app uses a credit card for charging, locates and call 
the nearest driver, and shows the driver’s face and vehicle and a map showing the progress of 
the car as it moves to the person. A close estimate of fare is determined in advance. No cash is 
used. My research based on about 20 rides between my house and BART shows that taxis cost 
about $13.50 and ride apps trips cost about $8. 

Many people avoid using taxis because of uncertainty about how much it will cost. People 
are reluctant to ask taxis how much a ride will cost, and the taxis are legally required to charge 
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the meter rate, which varies and can get expensive. There is also uncertainty about how much to 
tip. (It is the major reason I don’t use taxis.)  

Many use ride apps because they do provide certainty. Cell phone app services let you know 
the cost upfront before you commit, a much better system.  

More people would ride taxis if fares were more known. Most rides are to a few locations 
with little variation in fares. The most common stops in Hayward are the Amador government 
center, Southland Mall, the industrial area, Chabot College, and CSU East Bay Hayward. We 
should experiment with posted, fixed fares, like $10 to Amador Center, $12 to Southland, $14 to 
Chabot or Cal State (these are just guesses). We need information posted at taxi stands about 
typical fares and about how to pay besides cash, e.g., by credit card or smart phone.  

Unfair competition 
Ride apps do not compete fairly with taxis. 

 

Ride Apps Traditional Taxis 

Regulated at State level (CPUC), low cost 
 Regulated at city level resulting in higher costs for 
medallions, fare boxes, restrictions on taxi stands 

Riders can hail a ride more easily, know the 
fare in advance, pay automatically, and know 
how soon the car will arrive. 

Riders have to go through telephone dispatch, do not 
know fare in advance, cannot pay automatically, and 
do not know how soon the cab will arrive. 

No use of taxi meters 
Taxi meters, invented in 1891, are antiquated, 
expensive, clunky with a costly annual inspection 

Uses smart phone or tablet Uses phone or hails on the street 

No insurance except for CA driver’s license Taxis are required to have high cost insurance. 

No wheelchair access requirements 
 Wheelchair access required for certain percentage of 
fleet 

No service dog transport requirements 
 Service dog transport required for certain percentage 
of fleet 

No in-vehicle equipment requirements for 
visually impaired 

 Visually impaired equipment required for every 
vehicle 

Flexible fairs determined by company; 
unlimited surge pricing 

 Fairs regulated and usually fixed and usually higher 
than ride apps. 

Unlimited vehicles 
 Number of taxis limited by number of medallions set 
by city  

Drivers are contractors, no worker 
compensation  Drivers are employees with worker compensation 

No emission standards for fleet  Regulated emission standards for fleet 

Honoring paratransit debit cards not required Honoring paratransit debit card payments required 

Driver begins/ends shift whenever, flexible 
hours 

Driver works from taxi company location, full days 
needed to recover the payment to the company 

No requirements for distinguishable colors or 
brands Requires specific vehicle paint and trade dress 
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No limit for consecutive working hours by 
driver Limited number of consecutive driver-hours 

No requirements for Dept. of Justice 
background checks or Live Scan 
fingerprinting 

Requires Dept. of Justice background checks and Live 
Scan fingerprinting 

No requirement for commercial driver's 
license Drivers required to be commercially licensed 

Multiple fares or shared rides in same ride 
(e.g. UberPool, Lyftline), saving riders money.  One fare per ride makes taxis more expensive. 

UberRush delivers packages; UberEats 
delivers lunch. Taxis can't compete on cost. 

Ride apps in Hayward can use the 
Handicapped Loop to pick up passengers 
safely, close to the exit 

Taxis wait on the far side of B Street in a more distant 
and hard to see location, unsafe at night. 

 

The BART taxi stand 
The Hayward BART taxi stand is dysfunctional. It is on the on the north side of B Street 

(bottom left, the white car is a taxi), which is inconvenient to reach from the BART station exit 
shown at the bottom center of the picture. It is 400 feet by sidewalk and pedestrian crossing and 
a bit shorter by walking in the parking lot and jay-walking across B Street The taxis are hard to 
see even in daylight. The walk is not inviting and is dark and unsafe at night. Gail Lundholm: “As 
an older, single woman who likes to travel and enjoys the Symphony, Opera and Ballet in S.F., I 
have more than once phoned for a cab rather than walk from the BART station to the taxi area 
after dark.” Malca Chall: “Last week on Sunday night I transferred in to the BART Pleasanton line 
in order to get a taxi right at Castro Valley BART. Imagine night at Hayward!” (March 16, 2016) 

A taxi driver was robbed at gunpoint and sprayed in his eyes with a chemical so he couldn’t 
see. He lost all of his earnings for the day. 

In November 2014, HAPA Researcher Dustyn Bindel talked with 3 taxi drivers and reported, 
“They were pretty excited about someone trying to help them have a taxi waiting area closer to 
BART. They don't feel too safe both where they’re at, and, of course, it'd be better for business.” 

The taxi drivers do not like the location on B Street which faces westbound. Going eastbound 
legally is roundabout: the taxi has to circle around on Grand to A Street or D Street, so they often 
make a logical but illegal U turn for better service and sometimes get ticketed. Customers, in 
fact, may complain if the taxi does not make the U turn. 

The best taxi access is just 40 feet from the exit in the handicapped parking area, which 
would allow turning left or right at the exit onto B Street There is plenty of room for three taxis. 
The picture shows this “station Loop” as a thin white line. Extra taxis could wait in the right side 
of B Street eastbound and easily turn into the station Loop. Exiting, they can easily go either way 
on B Street. 

Greyhound bus parking signs on B Street eastbound on the west side of the entrance to the 
disable parking do not seem to be used by buses and need to be removed so that taxis can wait 
there before pull into the new pick up curb. 
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In 2012, Bob Franklin, BART’s access manger, theoretically arranged to have the taxi pick up 
come in close to the station, and nothing has happened. The BART Board of Directors and BART 
General Manger do not answer email. Clearly, it will take more effort with BART, specifically 
having the City ask BART police to allow taxi pick up there. The City needs to ask BART and the 
City Police need to ask BART police.  

 Hayward Taxis 
Hayward has three main taxi companies, Yellow Cab, Yellow Top Cab, and Hayward Taxi 

Service, plus some self-owned independent taxis. The Yellow Cab office is at 22990 Clawiter Rd., 
510-732-8500, and operates with five different cab company names. Hayward Taxi Cabs is at 
http://www.haywardtaxicabs.com/ 589-3088. Many of the drivers are Afghan immigrants from 
the 1980s (needs verification).  

The City of Hayward has a Traffic Bureau in the Police Department which enforces 
ordinances that affect taxis, and an ordinance for taxis, Municipal Code Article 5 (www.hayward-
ca.gov/city-government/departments/city-clerk/municipal-code/Taxicabs.pdf).  

The City’s Article 5 Taxicabs allows one cab per 3,000 residents, or 51 cabs, but there are 67 
cabs in service (Officer Limon to Sgt. Corsolini, Jan. 12, 2015). Regulation should size the number 
of cabs to the needed level by time and day, with more during peak hours. There needs to be 
some way of preventing unauthorized drivers or companies from offering rides. 

Taxi Reform 
Research. We need to survey taxi drivers on attitudes toward the Loop, U-turn safety on B 

Street, pick up using the handicapped parking Loop, taxi fare signage, most frequent fares, taxi 

Left: white line shows route to taxi stand at BART 
station. Right: yellow line shows taxi stand at Amador 
Center 

http://www.haywardtaxicabs.com/
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stand location at the Amador government center, fixed fares for major destinations, working 
hours, wait time, income, distribution of rides by time and day, Flywheel and cell phone dispatch, 
and sizing the driver pool to meet demand. We should query the California Public Utilities 
Commission, City of San Francisco, and ABAG about a city model ordinance integrating new ride 
sharing systems with taxis, and regulatory reform. 

Regulation of taxi service needs radical change to revitalize traditional taxis. We need a 
unified regulatory framework: Adoption of Flywheel, reduced fees, flexible fares, medallions that 
vary by time of day, driver background checks, reduced insurance requirements, and drug and 
alcohol testing. The number of drivers should be sized to assure an adequate supply balanced 
with adequate driver income.  

Taxi companies. The taxi companies seem to lack entrepreneurial thinking, political 
organization and advocacy. The companies should support reform before the City is likely to act.  

The City. Recommendations for taxi reform were sent to the City in November 2013 and 
several times since then. To date, we see no City interest in improving taxis service. 

We need information from BART on signage, carshare parking, and electric car charging 
stations for electric taxis and carshare. BART Director Raburn is supportive; Director McPartland 
does not return calls nor answer email. 

The taxi problem is state-wide. The paralysis of the old companies and local government is 
not going to stop ride app services. There is no proposed uniform new regulatory scheme to 
increase convenience, riders, and driver income and integrate the two systems.  

Modernizing the old taxi service and expanding email if done right would help the 
environment by making it easier to use a private car less and live without a private car, make 
rides more available and less expensive, and raise driver income by reducing the large amount of 
time they spend waiting. A recent report also shows that ride apps can reduce GHG, reduce 
traffic, and reduce dependency on personal cars, especially in denser smart growth areas.14 Taxis 
are a major component of alternative transportation, and mostly easy to fix. 

As of 2018, I am still not sure who makes decisions on taxi issues.  

5. Walking-oriented development 

The LWC team has no information on how much access to downtown could increase with 
walking-oriented development, does not look at the whole downtown, and emphasizes parking 
structures instead. We need an inventory of vacant and derelict sites and sites that were taken 
for the Loop and could be returned to productive use. We need an estimate of increased walk-
access to downtown based on walking-oriented development like the Green Shutter Hotel. 

Residential development vs. retail and other development 

The LWC team’s plan ignores the ABAG projections for downtown. (Slide 5) With no 
explanation, the LWC team apparently falls 68 percent below the ABAG jobs and exceeds the 
housing by 66 percent. The LWC team also omits assumptions needed to compare the figures.  

                                                      
14 Caroline Rodier et al., Synergistic Integration of Transportation Demand Strategies…, Mineta Institute, 

October 2015, http://transweb.sjsu.edu/project/1207.html. Adding electric cars, charging for parking and transit 
increase the benefits. 

http://transweb.sjsu.edu/project/1207.html
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The projections for 5,120 new units means about 12,000 more people, which would greatly 
help local purchasing power for downtown business. However, the job growth likely from so 
much housing growth and outside access seems too small.  

The plan should discuss the rationale for this. Since the LWC team plan only looks at four 
areas, far less than the whole downtown, the basis for their estimates are unclear.  

Residential development downtown is caught in a tug of war between the City’s preference 
for more commerce and the need for more residents to provide demand for that commerce, yet 
which also takes up land that could be used for commerce. What is the best balance?  

HAPA recommends that ground floor frontages on the Circulator route be reserved for 
commerce. Currently retail rents are low due to lack of demand, indicating too few residents. 
There is much potential for residential development off the shopping streets and on upper floors. 
Downtown residential redevelopment should be walking-oriented. If rentals are proposed, units 
should be recorded as condominiums to allow conversion if market supports it. For a general 
summary, go to Walking oriented development at  

https://hapaforhayward.wordpress.com/hayward-projects/downtown-hayward/.  

Opportunity Sites  

The LWC team looks at four sites and does not look at the whole downtown, ignoring many 
opportunity sites. On some sites it ignores important options and does not recognize that the 
existing system is working well. 

Hotel Hayward on the BART Site 

BART owns a major opportunity site, the vacant lot bounded by A Street, BART, Montgomery 
Street, and B Street. LWC team: “BART is interested in constructing a Class A Office building on 

Growth Projections, Downtown Hayward: ABAG vs. Team
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https://hapaforhayward.wordpress.com/hayward-projects/downtown-hayward/
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this site, which they own. Feasibility of an office use on this site is difficult to predict.” (Slide 35) 
HAPA believes the LWC team should have recommended a desirable use since that was their job.  

HAPA recommends studying a medium-sized hotel and convention center. Downtown 
Hayward has no hotels or motels. The site has 2.18 acres, more than the Westin St. Francis Hotel 
on Union Square in San Francisco with 1.77 acres. The BART site is plenty big enough for a hotel 
convention center. 

Hayward’s competitive advantage is its affordability and closeness by BART to San Francisco.  

Most access to the convention hotel should be by BART, not car. This is the ideal site for a 
hotel from a sustainability access perspective. A special access could be built on the north side of 
the station, direct from the train into the building. The platform would be extended north across 
A Street and go down to a mezzanine level with fare gates exiting into the hotel lobby and down 
to A Street This kind of transit-oriented growth would reduce auto dependency and increase 
walking downtown. The BART parcel should be held for this or a similar special purpose using 
BART access.  

The City should consult with an expert on feasibility of a design focused on sustainable 
access. Attendees could have mobility without renting a car. They could fly into Oakland or SFO 
and take BART directly to the hotel entrance. Powell Street is 34 minutes away by BART. B Street 
is an easy walk, and regional parks are not far away. The design could be modular to start small 
to reduce risk, as a hotel only, then expanding as the market allows.  

The best expert in the area seems to be Rick Swig. “Rick Swig operates RSBA & Associates, 
which was founded in 1986. Since that time, Mr. Swig has provided advisory services to both 
major hotel management and operating companies, as well as owners of individual hotels and 
portfolios. Along with his asset management and consultancy work associated with RSBA & 
Associates, he has also been an investor in hotels since 1989, including currently the Napa 
Winery Inn in Napa, California. His past background also includes a career with Fairmont Hotels, 
where he rose to be the Vice-President and Managing Director of the Fairmont Hotel 
Management Company.”15  

BART Parking Structure 

The LWC team recommends “Long-term: redevelop existing BART parking structure into a 
mixed-use block…” (Slide 36) HAPA recommends doing this as soon as the circulator or a shuttle 
is running and, at some point, add building on the surface lot to the north. On slide 37 the LWC 
team supports a new 385 space parking structure in an unidentified location, contradicting what 
they said on slide 36. It is not clear why it makes sense to tear down one structure and build a 
new one.  

The Downtown Block 

Discussion of this area has three parts, surface parking and parking structure discussed 
above and development, discussed here.  

HAPA supports the idea of the LWC team for a “shared-space street –a curbless street 
shared by pedestrians, cyclists, and motorists–with permeable pavers functions as a new civic 

                                                      
15 RSBA & Associates, 400 Spear Street, Suite 106, San Francisco, CA 94105, T 415.541.7722, F 415.541.5333, 

rickswig@rsbaswig.com 

mailto:rickswig@rsbaswig.com
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space and low-impact storm water management tool. Storefronts that open to the street and to 
the center of the block expand ‘eyes on the street’ and expand the network of open spaces.” 
(Slide 27) In the interim, surface parking should be reformed, as discussed above. 

Longer term, three to five story mixed use buildings would complete block faces and have 
“…active patios facing mid-block green.” (Slide 30) Parking should be phased out as the busway, 
pedestrian ways, mixed uses, and green space are phased in.  

City-owned Site at C and Main 

The City should build residential housing three to five stories high next door on the C and 
Main site with no parking, supported by parking management and public cars. Next door, the 
Green Shutter Hotel is planned to have no parking at all. MTC has good research at 
https://parkingpolicy.com/reduced-requirements/.  

Lincoln Landing and Maple Main 

The Lincoln Landing proposal for the Mervyn’s property and the Maple Main site were large 
opportunity sites. Lincoln Landing had advantages supporting reduced parking: shopping and 
employment across the street, proximity to downtown amenities like restaurants, shops, and 
movies, and closeness to BART. This opportunity has largely been lost. Major problems: 

1. Bundling will subsidize parking and increase car traffic. 

2. Bundling will increase costs for those wanting a sustainable lifestyle. 

3. Project orientation to the north using Foothill Blvd. and freeways will take residents out 
of Hayward. 

4. A large parking lot on Foothill, a massive building on Hazel, and parking structure with no 
doors facing Hazel dominate street frontages and are hostile to pedestrians. 

5. An Intermodal Center in the South Tower off City Center Dr. supporting the circulator to 
BART and private cars was denied.  

6. A Creek Walk café connecting the Foothill parking to the Creek Walk to improve amenity 
for residents, creek walk users, and shoppers was denied. 

7. Any adjustment to parking in the North Tower based on results of unbundled parking and 
green mobility for the South Tower was denied. 

8. Dedicated parking for carshare/rental, taxi, and ride app vehicles was denied. 

A pending requirement for mitigation may reduce impacts somewhat. Ideas has more detail 
on Lincoln Landing and Maple Main.  

Centennial Hall 

The LWC team proposes 250 single family houses with parking for this site next to a Safeway 
and retail center, diametrically opposed to walking-oriented development. Low density is 
diametrically opposed to smart growth and greatly diminishes the purchasing power needed for 
local business and reduces sustainability. This area already has adjacent high density to the north 
and east.  

6. Basic Data  

Basic data for downtown planning is missing. The LWC team lays out a plan that is visionary 
but too expensive to implement, is often impractical even in the medium term, ignores critical 

https://parkingpolicy.com/reduced-requirements/
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choices, has worthwhile goals disconnected from specific ways to achieve them, subsidizes traffic 
and global warming, calls for pedestrian and bike facilities with no analysis to show that people 
would use them, and ignores development potential of most of the downtown area.  

Land use inventory and holding capacity 

The downtown plan needs an inventory of all the land use and the holding capacity of the 
redevelopable land. We need to see estimates of net new developable land, fault-constrained 
land, and square feet of open space for all options. We need a table that would show area in 
parking, travel lanes, bicycle lanes, sidewalk area, lots not needing development, properties 
available for new construction and redevelopment, and open space, with a sub-total for fault-
constrained area. Without adequate quantitative analysis, we have no factual basis for planning. 

Traffic Report 

The City needs a study that would compare the traffic-increasing approach of the LWC team 
to one based on sustainability and quality of life. The study would consider all the policies that 
would reduce auto-access to downtown, many absent from the Vision. The study should 
consider the proposals of this report which would avoid any parking structures, develop cost-
effective surface parking, emphasize non-auto modes, and assume walking-oriented 
development. 

The comparison could use the same housing and job projections, hopefully better reasoned 
than the ones used so far, showing congruence between resident and non-resident demand on 
the one hand and local business square footage on the other. There needs to be a holding 
capacity study which estimates units, square feet, and building heights as a basis for the 
projection. Instead of no proposals for the BART site or the City site at C and Main, a holding 
capacity estimate would list all parcels with estimates of developable land, fault-constrained 
land, and square feet of open space. Land use estimates are the basis for trip generation and 
absorption for all modes.  

A traffic report should estimate trips by residents and by people from outside downtown and 
all modes that would be used: auto, public cars, transit, bicycles, and walking.  

Study Hayward’s Existing Smart Growth 

Hayward is a regional leader in smart growth but has no information on how well it is 
performing, which could provide a basis for improved management and growth. Hayward has 
had substantial smart growth at Atherton Place, City Centre, City Walk, and more, but has no 
information on how well they are performing. Do the residents shop downtown? How much 
have they reduced car use and increased walk or transit? Is their on-site parking working as 
planned, or is there spillover parking and use of garages for other purposes? What do residents 
see as important for improving the neighborhood? How many are Section 8 rentals? Are there 
any social problems associated with the residents?  

7. The DEIR  

The LWC team vision is too vague to be a specific plan. The LWC team plan for more traffic 
and parking structures is inconsistent with complete streets and public spaces designed for social 
interaction. They assume that parking lost to buildings must be replaced by parking structures 
instead of by non-auto access. The LWC team provides no analysis of the ability of parking reform 
and non-auto modes to provide enough access without parking structures. The LWC team has no 
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analysis of potential access by walk, bicycle, public cars, BART, Bus, circulator, or corridor shuttles 
from CSUEB Hayward or Chabot College, shuttle ridership based on Bayview Village 
development, campus residential development, and Mission corridor development based on 
non-car modes. The Nelson Nygaard consultant showed many pedestrians walking on attractive 
successful shopping streets but had no idea about how they got there. Sidewalks do not produce 
pedestrians on their own. 

HAPA expects the DEIR to discuss the full range of policies discussed in this report. HAPA 
opposes subsidized parking structures; it is essential that parking pay its own way. Structures are 
a misuse of revenues from tax payers which subsidize parking for a few and take funding from 
alternative modes. The analysis of parking structures, described above, will have to show how 
much free parking would subsidize global warming, increase traffic, and have other negative 
impacts, and how many would actually park at the economic charge.  

The DEIR needs to discuss parking reform, modern market parking charges and the two-hour 
limit, non-auto modes, and the potential for walking-oriented development in the whole 
downtown. 

Sherman Lewis 
President, Hayward Area Planning Association 
2787 Hillcrest Ave., Hayward CA 94542 
510-538-3692 sherman@csuhayward.us  
 
Related reports: 
Bayview Village: www.bayviewvillage.us  
http://www.bayviewvillage.us/database/resources/bayview_village_ebook.pdf  
The CSU East Bay Hayward to Downtown Corridor 
Maple Main  
Do streets cause traffic? Traffic psychology; modeling 
 

mailto:sherman@csuhayward.us
http://www.bayviewvillage.us/
http://www.bayviewvillage.us/database/resources/bayview_village_ebook.pdf
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